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PREFACE
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INTRODUCTION

GENERAL BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

It is well known to anyone involved in teaching English to Finnish

students that it is difficult for Finns to distinguish between English

/ptk/ and /bdgi and that, in addition to minor phonetic mistakes, many

phonemic ones occur, both in production And in perception.1 Phonologi-

cally, English /ptk/ and /bdg/ can be described to differ fiom each other

with respect to one (classificatory) feature expressing the "minimal dis

tinction" e.g. /fortis/-/lenis/, /voiceless/-/voiced/, or the

contrast, there is phonologically only one full'series of stop consonants

in Finnish, usually denoted by /ptk/. In addition, there is /d/, the /voiced/

(see for example Wiik 1965: 116, note 7) counterpart of /t/, but with a

distribution limited to word medial position only. Thus, considering also

the fact that in most dialects of Finnish /d/ is not realized as a voiced

stop it seems reasonable to assume that a voicing correlation does not

exist for speakers of Finnish; rather, the /voiced/ feature of /d/ should

probably be regarded as an idiosyncratic property characterizing that seg-

ment only.

On the rather abstract level of contrastive phonology, then, the dif-

ficulties facing speakers of Finnish (and also their native English lis-

teners) can to a large extent be predicted on the basis Of the differences

between the sound systems of the two languages. According to the theory

of transfer and native language interferenCe, the diffiCulties of the Finn-

ish speakers are caused by the lack of the corresponding distinctiVe op-

position in Finnish between the two sets of stoPs. On the phonetic level,

however, the relations obtaining within and betWeen the two languages are

more complex, and the phonetic features are not always deducible from the

phonological ones. Thus in actual speech the opposition between English

/ptk/ and ibdg/ is signalled by a combination of several phonetic (articu-

latory and/or acoustic).parameters, whose relative importance varies ac-

cording to context. It is conceiVable, although not neCessarily true, that

this makes the task for the Finnish learner even:harder as he has to learn

a number of contextual allophonic rules (to the extent that they are_not

universally constrained), rather than a single Combination of perceptual

1 For the terms "phonetic" and "Oonemic mistake" see Wiik 1965: 16-17.

1 1.
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cues.valid in all environments. Mbst of the phonetic features used as

cues in the English /ptk/-/bdgj opposition also occur in FinniSh, but

without any distinctive function. Thus the Finnish stops /ptk/ may be

partly or even fully voiced, they may have different degrees oi aspir-

ation, frictional noise etc. Same cues, e.g. variations in the durations

ofssound segments, are used for different purposes in the two languages.

In Finnish, (apart from any variations caused by extralinguistic factors

such as speech rate etc.) duration is mainly used to signal syntagmatic

relations fsuch as the division of one phonetic segment into one or two

phonological ones) and not for segmental information as in English.

To sum up, it seems that ( leaving the marginal Finnish /d/ aside

for a moment) the situation corresponds roughly to Wiik's (ibid:20-21)

"difference 5 a", a relational difference with sounds contrasting in the

target language (i.e. (p-b), (t-d) and (k-g),,respectively, in English)

but phonetically similar sounds being in free variation in the native

(Finnish) language.

This study is an attempt to obtain more concrete knowledge about the

ability of speakers of Finnish to use the various perceptual cues con-

nected with the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction in English. Apait from the rather

general and abstract observations of the kind mentioned above such knowl-

edge is as yet mostly lacking. At this initial stage the linguistic ma-

terial focused on is necessarily very limited and the conclusions arrived

at on the basis of the results are valid only with the appropriate reser-

vations. Similarly only certain aspects, i.e. a number of temporal rela-

tions obtaining in the productions of English stops by both native and

Finnish speakers will be.concentrated on. In Chapters II-Wthe emphasis

is primarily acoustic, and the results of the experiment will be pre-

sented in acoustic terms. The rest of the report is devoted to an attempt

to interpret the results of the experiment on a higher level in the light

of articulatory and Other physiological evidence, together with consider-

ations of the predictions of the markedness theory. The latter part of the

report is necessarily somewhat more speculative in nature than the acous-

tic part as the writer has not made any experiments of his own in this

area. The interpretations suggested in the latter part are for the most

part based on a reconstruction of the results of various experiments found

in the literature. On the basis of this kind of 'indirect or second-hand

evidence cettain inferences about some aspects,of the timing of physio7

12,



logical processes will be made. Nest pertinent here seem to be differ-

ences in the ability to coordnate supraglottal and laryngeal activities.

SOME TERMINOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

There is as yet no general agreement about the most important ar-

ticulatory and/or acoustic correlate of the /ptk/7/bdg/ distinction in

Etglish, and consequently various terms have been proposed as the most

proper for the (classificatory, phonological) distinctive feature, such

as /voiceless/-/voiced/ (the Haskins group) ,/fortis/-/lenis/ (Gimson 1966),

----7/tenseMlax/-7(Jacobson,Fant-,Halle-19537-Chomsky4falle-1968)7/aspirated/r.-7

/nonaspirated/ (Erdmetsd 1952), etc. The task of finding a descriptively,

appropriate designation for the phonological distinction is in this case

especially difficult as its phonetic manifestations (both physiological

and acoustic) differ greatly according to context. Thus, for example, it

has been repeatedly argued (see for instance Fischer-JOrgensen 1968: 63)

that the terms /voiceless/ and /voiced/ are not particularly felicitous

as the /Voiced/ sounds are in fact very often phonetically completely

voiceless, i.e. produced without any concomitantVcocal cord vibration

during the occlusion. Similarly, measurements of the various phonetic

parameters implied by the other pairs of terns have mostly failed to

yield consistent differences between the two sets (see the review of the

physiological manifestations of the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction below).

From a strictly phonological point of view the selection of the name

for the distinctive feature is a matter of no consequence as long as the

two sets are consistently kept apart by the feature. From a pedagogical

point of view, however, e.g. in teaching the language to foreigners, it

may be helpful to choose some abstract name for the distinctive feature,

a name that somehow succeeds in capturing the Speakers' intuition or feel-

ing about the differentiating factor in the distinction, despite the vari-

ability of the phonetic output forms that the distinction, takes on in ac-

tual speech and the variability of the acoustic cues used by the listener

in recognizing it. This seems to be essentially the view held for example

by Wiik (1965: 36) and Lehtonen (1972: 31-36), who discusses the concept

and use of distinctive features at same length.

In agreement with the above considerations, the designations /fortisr

and /lenis/ will be used in this report for /ptk/ and /bdg/, respectively.

13



Hbwever, it must be emphasized that this selection of the terms does not

imply any commitment on the part of the writer to any a poLiolti view of

the 2honetic characteristics of the distinction, it merely serves as a

way of referring to the two natural classes of sounds. At the sane time

(and this was the main argument for not using the perhaps more usual terms

/voiceless/ and /voiced/) a lot of unnecessary but familiar confuSion can

be avoided by reserving the terms "wiceless" and "wiced" to refer,:to

physical properties of speech sounds, i.e. to the absence or presence of

vocal cord vibration during the occlusion and their acoustic equivalents.

Where desiruble for the sake of clarity, the terms /fortis/ and /lenis/

---have-also-been-substituted-for-others-used-in-the-referehtet-dited.

14



A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE ACOUSTIC
AND PERCEPTUAL PROPERTIES OF
THE FORTIS/LENIS DISTINCTION

THE OUTLINE OF THE SUTmEY

In this survey of th,:, results obtained in the study of the acous-

tic and perceptual characteristics of the English /fortis/-/lenis/ dis-

tinction it is possible to mention only a few of the most important

studies. For more detailed information, especially about the pioneering

anabigis=by-synthesis Vibik of-ihe Haskins gip, the reader is adiFise(

to the various published reviews and the references therein (see for
,

example Liberman, Ingemann, Lisker, Delattre and COoper 1959; Liberman,

Cooper, Shanimeiler and Studderi-Kennedy 1967; Stevens and House 1971;

Liberman and Cooper 1972). .As the present study is mainly concerned with

the differences between the cognate pairs of the English stops (i.e. with

the factors that differentiate the series /ptk/ from the series /bdg/)

differences due to place of articulation are dealt with only to the ex-

tent that they are assumed to be connectedlwith the /fortis/-/lenis/

distinction. In connection with the discussion of the results of this

study some more general aspects of place of articulation will be dis-

cussed. This delimitation of the subject matter is motivated by the fact

that speakers of Finnish have generally no difficulties in recognizing

English /p/ and /b/ as labial stops, /t/ and /d/ as alveolar stops etc.,

i.e., they do not usually make "place" mistakes either in perception or

in production.

The account given by Gimson (1966: 144-62) has been chosen as a

starting point in this brief survey mainly for two reasons. Firstly,

Gimson's book is widely used at Finnish universities and most students

of English are familiar with it. The seond reason is the fact that it

is one of the few systematic accounts of the acoustic rmoperties of the

English stops; most articles and reports are quite naturally concerned

with some specific aspect of /fortis/-/lenir/. distinction only. The sig7"

nificant phonetic features mentioned by Um-1mill be presented, fol-

lowing his tripartite division (word initial, medial and final positions),

together with a sketch of the results of some important analytical and/

or perceptual studies. It may be pointed out that most of the experiments

15
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discussed deal with American English whereas Gimson describes British

English. However, it is assumed here that the possible differences be-

tween the two forms of English are not so great as to render this type

of treatment unjustifiable. In support of this view it can be mentioned

that Gimson is referring to the same or similar studies.

THE WORD INITIAL POSITION

it may,be noted in passing that the necessary distinction between

word initial and utterance initial positions has not always been con-

-----sistently-maintained. Gimson, howeveri-refers-specifically-to-woreln,-------7---

itial position.

According to Gimson (1966: 149), /ptk/ may in any position be dis-

tinguished from /bdg/ acoustically by means of a low frequency com-

ponent in the latter, i.e. voice. Another cue supposedly equally capable

of signalling the distinction in all positions is the more marked rising

bend of the first formant (F1) of.the adjacent vowel in the case of /bdg/.

However, noting that /bdg/ may often be completely voiceless, Giros= states

that in these cases they are distinguished fran /ptk/ initially by the

comparatively weak burst of noice associated with the release stage and

by the absence of aspiration that characterizes the latter series.

Lisker (1957: 42) states that in word initial position aspiration

is the most prominent cue for the /fortis/ series (it may well deserve to

be mentioned here that Lisker kt r. repeatedly refused to accept the terms

"fortis" and "lenis", inst10. insists on the use of the terms "voice-

less" and "vtdced"). Similaly in Delattre's (1964) list aspiration is

ranked as the strongest cue in initial position. Later Lisker and Abramson

have studied the voiceonset time or VOT of word initial stops in a number

of languages (Lisker and Abramson 1964; 1970; Abramson and Lisker 1970;

1972; 1973). The VOT is defined (Lisker and Abiwason 1964: 422) in.spec-

trographic terms as the time interval between the burst that marks the re7

lease of the stop and the onset of periodicity that reflects laryngeal vi-

bration. In the case of a voicing lead (i.e. when periodicity begins be-

fore the release) the VOT assumes a negative value (e.g. in milliseconds),,

and in the case of a voicing lag (periodicity beging only some time after

the burst that marks the release) it assumes a positive value. Lisker and

Abramson's main results include the observation that in English (and many

16
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other languages with two or more series of stops) the stop categories oc-

cupy distinct ranges along the yar continuum, both in production and in

perception, with both /ptk/ and /bdg/ normally having a voicing lag, but

longer for /ptk/.

The burst mentioned by Gimson has also been the subject matter of

several studies. Halle, flUghes and Radley (1957) made the observation

that the "intensity bursts" for /ptk/ were higher than those for /bdg/

in word initial position. According to Delattre (1964) the intensity of

the noise is among the weakest of the'seven factors (=cues) for /fortis-

ness/ that he has posited. Hbwever, we are not told whether this is a pe-

------culiar-featbre-of-the-word-initial-position-onry-or7whether-it-is-applt=---7

cable to the other positions as well'.

It may be mentioned here that in the classical Haskins terminology

"burst" often included both the fricative poise signalling the release

and the aspiration due to a lag in the onset of vibration, and in this

sense it can be equated with a positive VOT value.

Recently Stevens and Klatt (1974) have reinvestigated the acoustic

cues for the /fortisHlenis/ distinction in prestressed English stops.

They suggest that instead of in absolute VOT value the presence or ab-

sence of a rapid spectrum change at voice onset might be'the primary cue

that the listener uses in distinguishing between /ptk/ and /bdg/. It is

a commonplace that in heavily aspirated stops the formant transitions are

virtually completed before the onset of voicing, whereas in unaspirated

or slightly aspirated stops these changes occur during voicing. This cue

seems to be applicable mainly in word initial and/or prestressed positions

where the aspiration of the /fortes/ is usually rather extensive.

It hcs been known for some time that the /fortisHlenis/ character

of a stop has an effect on the initial pitch of the following vowel (see

for example Hbuse and Fairbanksi953). Haggard, Ambler and Callow (1970)

have studied the cue value of this phenomenon in word initial position

and they report that for the majority of their subjects the pitch change
,

in the vowel can cue the /fortisHlenis/ distinction for a preceding stop

consonant.

17
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THE WORD MEDIAL POSITION

Medially, following an accented syllable the two series of stops are

according io Gimson distinguished by the longer closure period (absence

of energy) required for /ptk/ and by a weak aspiration in /ptk/ as against

lack of aspiration in /bdg/. The /lenis/ series is normally voiced in this

position.

Lisker (1957) offers experimental evidence to support the view that

differences in closure duration play a major role in the /fortis/-/lenis/

stop distinction in word medial, intervocalic position. His results are based

on tape-splicing experiments with real-speeCh stimuli and they indicate that

a longer closure duration is_prWpmbantly_Connectedwilli_tbejfOrtiV

series in perception. Similar results were,obtained (through analysis) in

a recent investigation by Suen and Beddoes (1974),who conclude that the

duration of the silent interval is an important factor in the Perception

and discrimination of the /fortis/-/lenis/ distinction in word medial (and

final) position. However, it is worth emphasizing in this connection that

the authors do not deal with the two position's separately; instead, the

data for them are pooled together. Delattre (1964) says that the duration

of silence has "medium power of discrimination", and in the Haskins rules

for synthesizing English a longer silent interval was connected with /ptk/

(Liberman, Ingeman, Lisker, Delattre and Cooper 1959). It is interesting

in this connection to note that Lisker, in a later article (1972), argues

on the basis of his measurements that a difference in closure duration is

far from being a regular feature of the /ptk/-/bdg/ cOntrast in English.

Thus we see again that there seems to be no conclusive evidence of the im-

portance of differences in closure duration. On the whole it is remarkable

that the medial position has drawn very little attention compared to the

initial and final positions.

THE WORD FINAL POSITION

Gimson states that word finally /ptk/ are distinguished from /bdg/

either by a reduction of the duration of the sounds preceding the /fortis/

series or by the presence of some voicing in the /lenis/ stops, or by a

Combination of both factors.

There are few, if in fact any; areas in the phonetics of English that

have stimulated more reseach than the /ptk/-/bdgi distinction, and perhaps

18
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the majority of:these studies have focused their attention to the Word

final position. Consequently the effect of the /fortisHlenis/ charac-

ter of the final consonant on the duration of the preceding vowel;is well.

documented in the literature (e.g. House and Fairbanks 1953; Zimerman

and Sapon 1958; Peterson and Lehiste 1960; Wiik 1965; Chen 1970). In all

studies'it has been noticed that sonorants have a longer duration before

/lenes/ than before /fortes/. A great number Of perceptual experiments

have been undertaken, mostly with synthetically produced stimuli. Denes

(1955) found that the relative durations of a word final consonant and

the preceding vowel can be used as a cue for identifying the final sound

as /fortis./ orilenisj, eup in the abseme ofaim_acuaLssacing..during

the consonant. In Denes'experiment the final consonant was a fricatiVe

but later it has been amply demonstrated that the same conclusions are

valid for final stops as well. Delattre (1964) mentions the longer dur-

ation of a preceding vowel as a cue for /bdg/. More recently Raphael (1972)

has come to the conclusion that preceding vowel duration is a sufficient

(and for the types of stimuli used in his experiments, a necessary):Cue

to the perception of the /fortis/-/lenis/ character of a word finalstop,

fricative or consonant cluster. He further concludes that the presence of

voicing during the closure period.of a final consonant or cluster does have

some cue value, although it is minor compared to that of the preceding

vowel duration.

One of the reasons why the word final stops in English have attracted

the attention of so many linguists and phoneticians is no dadbt the fact
;

that it is a clear example of aysituation where one segment is identified

on the basis of the acoustic properties of another. However, such a situ-

ation is by no means unique.

A similar relationship between word (or syllable) final consonants

and preceding vowels has been observed for a variety of languages, and it

is more than likely that at least part of the durational variation is con

ditioned by some kind of a universal articulatory constraint. For analyti-

cal data in support of such view see for examPle Zimerman and Sapon (1958)

for Spanish, Fintoft (1962) for Norwegian, Wiik (1965) for Finnish (in

Wiik's /voiced/ category only one true obstruent is included, viz. /d/),

Chen (1970) for French, Russian and Korean. It seems, however, that the

prolongation of sonorants before a /lenis/ consonant is much mare drastic

in English than in the other languages, and accordingly it is most likely

19



that this extra lengthening is a language specific feature of English see

especially Chen 1970).

.It is noteworthy that apart from the observation made by Suen and

Beddoes (1974) tb the effect that closure duration is an important dis-

criminating factor even in final position, no other references to the

possible role of,durational differences in the silent interval of word

final stops could be found in the literature. Experimental data on the .

cue value of such differences exist, however, for Norwegian (Fintoft and

Seines 1971) and French (Wajskkop and Sweerts 1973).
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THE PROCEDURE OF THE INVES.TIGATION

THE SELECTION OF INFORMANTS

The criterzia Gsed in the selection of the informants ef this study

were to a large extent determined on the basis of the general outlines

of the project of which this investigation is a part. Thus it was de-

cided that three groups of informants would be used, one consisting of

native (British) English speakers, the other two groups representing two

levels of Finnish speakers with different degrees of familiarity, with the
English language. It would have been desirable to have ihe first group

dialectally as homogeneous as possible, to enable concentration on merely

inter-language differences. For quite practical reasons, however, this

could not be achieved as a further restriction wns imposed to the effect

that only male informants would be used, with a view to possible later

spectral analysis of the material. Given these restrictions and 171:le need

of five informants there was not very much Choice in the town of jyvas-

kyld. However, it is trusted that the dialectal differences existing

among the native English group (hereafter group Eng.) are not so great
:

as to affect the results of this study to any appreciable degree.

With regard to the Finnish informants the dialectal background was

not considered tvortant as the informants do not speak their native lan-

guage in the utterances under investigation. Ibis does not, of course,

exclude the possibility that native language dialect could in some in-

stances leave clearly identifiable traces on the pronunciation of a

foreign language. Here, however, there seems to be no reason to believe

that such effects are operative.

Instead of dialectal background the degree of familiarity with the

English language was chosen as the variable to obtain two groups of Finn-

ish informants. It was decided that the kirt group, referred to below

as SI., would consist of five male inforMants with the following history

with regard to English: a secondary school course (7 or 3 years) in the

language, with no later studies at a university or elsewhere. It was"also

checked that the informants had had no further practical experience with

spoken English (to the extent that this is possible), and with a certain

amount of reservation the group could be thought to represent the kind

of competence in English that the Finnish secondary school can offer. One
:
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of the reservations is that sow of the informants may have forgotten

some of their English while others may have improved with the help of

English films, records etc. Hbwever, testing such variables would have

necessitated arrangements completely different from the ones used in the

present study. In fact all the informants belonging to group Sl. are stu-

dents of mathematical subjects at the University of Jyvaskylli with some

experience in reading professional textbooks in English but no experi-

ence with the spoken language..Nor had they had any experience with

other foreign languages since school.

The second group of Finnish informants, referred to below as S2.,

was selected on the following criteria: completed cum taude course in

-----English-(philology)-at-the-universityi-male-and-availability on the-eam

pus. No further restrictions were made and the group S2., again with a

certain amount of reservation, could be considered as representative of

the level achieved by most future teachers of English. Certain'pedagogi-

cal relatiOns obtain between the three groups:' At a given moment4'the

gloup Eng. teach and give the pronumciation model to the group S2. who

later teach and give the pronunciation model to members of the group Sl.

Thus the model given to the latter group is one stage removed from the

original, and an individual stulent of English does not receive the auth-

enticmodel until at a rather late stage of his/her learning process. This

is not of course in all respects the happiest possible situation, although

it must be admitted that many other circumstances must be considered in

planning effective foreign language teaching.

THE SELECTION AND READING OF THE TEST MATERIAL

The subject matter of this report, the English stops, is very exten-

sive and Only some of their many aspects can be dealt with in a single

study. Therefore severe restrictions on the selection of the linguistic

material have been necessary to enable more systematic concentration on

some of these aspects, in this case certain temporal relations obtaining

in the prtduction of ithese sounds by native and Finnish speakers, as re-

1 This observation the present writer owes to Mr. Jean-Yves Pare of the

University of Jyvaskyld.

2 2
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vealed by or deducible from the kind of acoustic analysis used here. It

would of courSe be ideal to study the production of these sounds in com-

pletely natural, spontaneous speech. For practical reasons, however, many

cOmpromiseS must be made. For example, it must be decided whether the.

sounds to be studied silould ocCur in a sentence context or in separate

words. The former alternative would Perhaps be theoretically more inter-

esting but unfeasible in practice as it is normally deManded that speech

sounds should be investigated in the most identical environments. The

elimination of all semantic, Sentence phonetic and other Such variables

would enlarge the scope of the material under investigation to unmmnige-

able proportions.

-------In-this-exper-imentthe-f011owing-arrangement-was-usecIr-the-test-words---

(altogether 117 in number, see Appendix A) containing the sounds to be

analyzed are each printed on its own card, as the middle one in the se7_
quence of three words. Thus there were 117 cards, each card containing a

"sentence" of three English words, with the word to be studied as the

middle one. The words on a card do not form a semantically coherent Sen-

tence; instead, the three-word combinations are nonsense. Hbwever, the

informants were instructed to read the words on each card in a sentence

manner, i.e. as one breath group, yet with clear pauses between the words.

Using this technique it is possible better to control the effect of the

variables referred to above and yet avoid the use of completely artificial

nonsense words. For eXample, it is known that the use of a frame sentence,

when repeated over and over, can create a rhythmic way of reading which

can very severely distort the natural tempOral relations between sound

segments. Similarly it is known that words produced in complete isolation

are usually subject to great temporal modifications. The decisibn to have

the crucial word to occur in the middle of two other, variable words was

Made on the basis of a desire to exclude the effects of higher syntactic

boundaries on the sounds, such as the notorious "final lengthening" af-

fecting the last syllable of a sentence. At the same time any rhythmic

patterns ceuld be avoided.

The subject matter of the present investigation was further delimited

in such a way that the stops were studied only in a Position adjacent to

a vowel with primary lexical stress, with the exclusion of consonant clus7

ters. The word structures under investigation are CVC and CVCV, where C

is one of /ptkbdg/ and the stressed vowel V belongs to one of the groups
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/tense/, /lax/ or /ae/. With this arrangement it is possible to compare

the effects of the stops on the dUrations of the different vawel cat-

egories'. As the vowels are not the actual subject matter of the study no

further division ofthe vowel classes was regarded necessary. Thus it is

possible to study the stops in word initial, medial and final positions,

with a stressed vowel following (in the case of initial stops) or pre-

ceding the stop.

r THE ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

The equipment and the begmentatibn techniques. --The speech material

was recorded in the studio of the Phonetics Laboratory of the University

of Jyvdskylä, using an Altec 29 A condenser microphone and a Revox A 77

tape recorder. The recording speed was 19 cm per second.

The test tapes were analyzed by an ink-writer to which FrOkjaer-

Jensen's Trans-Pitchmeter and Intensity MMter had been attached. With this

apparatus three curves were obtained, namely the "duplex.oscillogram", an

intensity curve with high-pass filtering at SOO cps, plus another inten-

sity curve with low-pass filtering at SOO cps (for a more detailed accounv

of the technical characteristics and use of these curves see for example

Hadding-Petersson 1970: 93-97, and Lehtonen 1970: 46-47). The paper speed

used in the Mingograph was 100 mm per second, thus giving 1 mm = 1/100 sec.

or 1 csec. Measurements were made to the nearest 0,5 mm, representing

S msec. on the time scale. The time constant used for the two intensity

curves was 10 msec., which gives an indeterminacy in the time domain of

approximately corresponding size. Whenever possible the actual segment

boundaries were specified on the basis of the "duplex oscillognam" whose

time determinacy is more accurate.

The test partameteu. --On the basis of the above three recordings the

following parameters could be measured, all expressing temporal distances

between acoustic events: the extent of voicing (EV) and release duration

(RD) of word initial stops (plus their combination, the voice onset time

or VOT); the duration of the stressed vowel CM, the silent interval (SI);

2 4
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EV and RD of word medial stops; and the SI and EV of word final stops.

It is well known that it is not possible to determine the duration of .the

silent interval of a word initial stop preeeded)byisilenee.(if onlyacous-

tic information is available), and,therefore only the parameters EV and

RD (the latter being a measure of the temporal distance between the first

burst of noise signalling the release of the oral closure and the onset

of periodic vibration signalling the beginning of the vowel segment) have

been measured. The measurement of the VD, SI, EV and RD in connection with

the medial stops was quite straightforward,. but it turned out that'the end

of the second (word final) yowl in the two-syllable words and the dur-

ation of the release of the word final stops could not be determined with

-------suffic-ient-accuracrrand-consequently-therhad-to-be-left-ouruf-consider

ation. In contrast the ends of the silent intervals of the word final

stops were always visible on the curves enabling the SI of these conson-

ants to be measured. This happened in spite of the fact that the inform-

ants were in no way asked to release their final stops. For examples of

the segmentations made see the sample mingograms in Appendix B.

The statatieat anawas. - The arithmetic means (17) and standard

deviations (s) given have been calculated for each group, but not for the

individual members of the groups. Thus the means and deviatiOns of each

group have not been calculated from the means of the members in each group

but from the original individual data. This means that any possible be-
1.;-.

4

tween-subject differences wdthin a group

0)
ve been purposedly neglected

and each group is treated as if it were sentially homogeneous.

There are differences in the overall rate of speech between speakers,

and these differences naturally cause differences in the durations of im-:

dividual sound segments. In a study of temporal relations such essentially

random variations could have drastic effects on the form of the results.

Thus, in a hypothetical-example where the average durations of sound seg-

ments A, B and C are, say, 6, 18 and 12 csec., respectively, for one group,

and the respective durations for another group are 4, 12 and S csec., it

is possible that a straightforward statistical comparison wyuld yield highly'

significant differences between the groups with respect to each of the three'

sound segments, despite the fact that the interrelations between the seg-.

ments are in fact the same in both groups, i.e thearatio betWeen the dur- :

25
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ations of the segments is 1:3:2. If instead of the sketched procedure

the sound segments were compared to each other within the groups, it

would be noticed that both groups express the linguistic relations in

the same way, i.e. the sound segments Jk B and C differ from each other

in an analoguous fashion. A method similar to the, latter:one has been

adOpted in the statistical armlysis of this study also because there is

no a plapti reason: for believing that linguistic rules affecting the dur-

ation of'sound segments work on a relative rather than an absolute basis,

and thus any kind of normalization of:the data (such as using thEr-so7_

Called z-points) might distort important patterns in them. Accordingly

durational differences due to different linguistic categories have been

compared and tested for significance by the t-test within each of the three

groups. In this way most of the artefacts resultingifrom inter-individual

differences haVe been prevented from showing in the statistical analyses....

So:for instance it has not been possible with this arrangement to test the

significance of. the differences in the duration of word medial stops be-

tween the three groups Eng., S2. and SI. Instead, it is possible :(and it

has been considered more relevant) to test, within ead: group, the sig-

nificance of the differences between linguistically distinctive categories,

in this case such as /fortisHlenis/ or /plact of articulationP

The significance of the differences between means is indicated in the

following way: one asterisk (*) = almost significant (p < 5%), two aster-

isks (**) = significant (p < 2%), three and four asterisks = strongly sig-

nificant (*** = p < 1%; **** = p < 0,5%). Lower levels of significance have

been disregarded. I want to express my thanks to Messrs Alvar Koppinen at

the Institute for Educational Research and Kauko Saarinen at the Computer

Centre of the University of Jyvdskylä for their kind help in planning and

performing, respectively, the statistical analyses of this study.

2 6
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THE RESULTS

THE PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

In the Tables and Charts below the effects of different phonological

variables or classificatory features on the temporal relations of the pho-

netic segments hive been tabulated together with an indication of the dif-

ferences of the means and their significance, as specified by the t-test.

Only those phonetic segments or parameters have been tabulated under the

respective distinctive oppositions whose duration has at least for one of,

the groups been significantly influenced by the opposition. Thus for ex-

ample the release duration or RD of a word medial stop has not been af-

fected by the /fortis/-/lenis/ distinction of the word initial stops, and

accordingly it has not been tabulated under the word initial /fortis/-'

/lenis/ distinction, etc.

THE hORD INITIAL POSITICN

The /SoAti.5/-/ten416/ dihtinction. --Tables 1-3 present the data on

the acoustic segments influenced by the word initial /fortis/-/lenis/

distinction for the groups Eng.. 52. and Sl., respectively. In Table 4

the differences of means for each group have been tabulated tO enable

comparison between the groups, although, as was explained above, it has

not been possible to ascertain the significance of the between-group dif7

ferences of means. In Tables 1-4 the results for the two categories have

been pooled across the three places of prolxtion (labial, alveolar and.

velar) to render a general view of the effect of the /fortis/-/lenis/

distinction on the duration of the phonetic segments studied here. There

were no significant differences in the means of any of the parameters be-

twcen words of one or two syllables.

From the Tables it can be seen that all three groups have strongly

sif,pificant differences in the means of all parameters (except for group

S1. who have a merely significant difference in the duration of the fole

lowing stressed vowel), although there are differences in the absolute

msec. figures between the groups However, a closer examination of the

2 7
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Tables 1-4. The effect of the word initial /fortis/-/lenis/ distinction
on the parameters EV (extent of voicing), RD (release duration), VOT
(voice onset time of the initial stop) and VD (duration of the following
vowel). The units are milliseconds.

Table 1. ,:.lup Engt.

/fortes/

Yf Sf N
f

/lenes/

11 s
l

Ni

difference
of means

Yf-5C1 P

EV 0 0 325 58 59 260 -58
**gm

RD 59 17 325 11 9 260 48 ****

VOT 59 17 325 -51 66 260 110

VD 144 67 325 184 77 260 -40 so**

Table 2. Group S2.

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of means

X.
'f

s
f

N
f

I s
1

N
1

Xi-Yi P

EV 1 10 325 79 38 260 -78 44**

0 63 28 325 8 13 260 SS ****

VOT 62 30 325 -76 44 260 138 ****

VD 154 64 325 173 65 io -19 ****

Table 3. Group SI.

/fortes/

3 i s
f

N
f

/lenes/

; sl N1

difference
of MearIS

xf-X1 P

EV 2 15 325 34 44 260 -32 ****

RD

VOT

34

34'

22 325

24 325

14

r-20'

18

SS

260

260

20

54

4444

****

VD 126 54 325 138 59 260 -12 **

Table 4. Comparison of the groups.

7(71

641C. S2. Sl. Engt. S2. SI.

EV -58 -78 -32 *44* **** ****

RD 48 55 20 **** **** ****

VOT 110 138 54 **** **** ****

VD -40 -19 -12 **** **** **
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results revealed that there are consistent differences beturen the three

places of production, and therefore it is more revealing to discuss the;

/fortis/-/lenis/ difference with the data for each place of articulation

separated. Tables 5-7:show the data for the labial, Tables 8-10 for the

alveolar and Tables 11-13 for the velar stops. In Tables 14-16 the dif

ferences in means of the three places of production and their signifi

cance have been tabulated for each group to enable direct comparison of

the English and the Finnish groups.

In each group and through all places of articulation there are strong-

ly significant differences between the two categories /fortis/ and /lenis/

with respect to initial voicing. As could be expected, voicing is through-

out mere extensive in the /lenes/. It will be noticed that through all

three places of production group Engl. has more extensive Voicing of the

/lenes/ than group SI. This, too, could be expected on the basis of purely

phonological considerations. The behaviour of group S2. (the more advanced

Finnish group), on the contrary, does not follow the expected pattern of

assuming an intermediate position between the two other groups; instead,

the group seems to have "overshot" the target model displayed by group

Eng. (this observation has no counterexamples; in each place of articu-

lation the /lenes/ of group S2. have the longest and those of group SI.

the shortest extent of voicing). This is probably-a reflection of the fact

that /bdg/ are usually called voiced stops in a rather categorical way in

many Finnish textbook of English. It will be seen below that this is not

the only instance where group S2. shows this kind of exaggeration.

Another remarkable thing about voicing is the fact that both groups

of Finnish informants show Some instances of voicing of the /fortes/ while

those of the English group are without exception completely voiceless.

This is doubtless a reflection of the.fact that phonologically:voicing is

irrelevant in Finnish, whereas in EngliSh this phonetic dimension contrib-

utes its own share in keeping the two categories distinct.

With regard to RD or release duration group S2. again takes an ex-

treme position in the labial (55 msec.) and velar (65 msec.) stops, in the

alveolars the group has anintermediate position. It can be seed that al-

though the differences of the RD means between the NO categories are

strongly significant for each group the separation of the categories is

only of the order of about 2 csec. for group SI. (Tables 7, 10 and 13),

2 9
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...Tables 577. The effect of the word initial /fortis/-/lenis/ distinction
on the labial stops,

Table 5 Group Eng.

/fortes/

X
f

s
f

N
f

/lenes/

XI s
1

N
1

difference
of means

P
Yi-Y1

EV 0 0 100 65 61 95 -65 **no*

RD 50 15 100 7 10 95 43 ****
VOT 50 15 100 -61 66 95 111 ****

VD 146 64 100 179 76 95 -33 ****

Table 6, Group S2.

/fortes/

Xi s
f

N
f

/lenes/

XI s
1

Ni

difference
of means

X(X1 P ,

EV 2 16 100 92 32 95 -90
RD 56 29 100 1 ps 55 ,0***

VDT 54 36 100 -92

.3

33 95 146 ****

VD 158 64 100 172 62 95 -14 non

Table 7. Group SI.

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of means

X
f

s
_f

N
f Xl sl NI

Xf-Y1
EV 4 17 100 37 49 95 -33 ****

RD 24 22 100 7 12 95 17 ****

VOT 21 26 100 -30 55 95 51 ****
VD actual data lost, see the text non

and there is .ertainly extensive
overlapping of thecategories. This is

specifically indicated by the large standard deviations (s) of the /lenes/
of the group.

The VOT is essentially a cathbination of the two previous parameters,

and accordingly it shows their joint effect. The VDT values are represented



Tables 8-10. The effect of the word initial /fortisHlenis/ distinction
:

on the alveolar stops.

'Table 8. Group Eng.

/fertes/ /lenes/ difference
of means

s
f N f s

1 Xf-X1 PXI N
1

0 115 53 56 95 -53 ****

16 115 11 7 95 50 ****

16 115 -46 63 95 107 ****

68 115 176 78 95 -29 ****

Table 9. Group 22.

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of means

R f s
f

Nf X.I. s
1

Xf-X, P

EV 1 8 115 67 40 95 -66 ****

RD . 52 19 115 12 17 95 40 ****

VOT 52 19 115 -60 52 95 112 ****

VD 157 65 115 160 ,66 95 -3 non

X i

EV 0

RD 61

VOT 61

VD 147

Table 10. Group SI.

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of means

X '..f
s
f

N
f s N XX P'XI

1 1 f -1

EV 2 13 115 32 40 93 -30 ****

RD 31 18 115 10 10 95 21 ****

VOT 31 18 115 -21 46 95 52 ****

VD actual data lost, see the text non

diagrammatically in Chart 1.. It is at once.apparent from the diagraa

that the separation of the two categories is best for group.S2. and

pol.rest for group SI. It is also obvious that the yoT :values arejgreat7

ly dependent on the place of production of the stops. This

be discussed below (pp. 25ff.).,



Tables 11-13. The effect of the word initial /fortisHlenis/ distinction
on the velar stops. .

Table 11. Group Engl..

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of neans

3Zi sf Nf

EV 0 0 110

RD 65 16 110

VDT 65 16 110

VD 142 70 110

7 s
1 1 N1 5ff"; P

56 61

18 8

-47 70

201 77

70 -56 ****

70 47 ***4

70 112 ****

70 -59 ****

Table 12. Group S2.

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of means

7
f sf

N
f

EV 0 0 110

RD 79 26 110

VOT 79 26 110

VD 147 62 110

Table 13. Group SI.

/fortes/ ,

; s
f

EV 2 13

RD 48 21

VOT 48 21

Ii. s
1

Ni
7i-ri P

77 36

14 11

-76 39

194 65

/lenes/

N
f

73.

110 31

110 30

110 -4

s
1

43

23

61

VD actual data lost, see the text

70 -77 ****

70 65 ****

70 155 ****

70 -47 ****

difference
of means

N l ;-"r1
P

70 -29 ****

70 18 ****

70 52 ****

non

For group Engt. the difference between vowel durations after /fortis/

and /lenis/ stops is strongly significant for eadh place of production.

The duration of the stresSed vowels in the present study has been neasured

from the instant that voicing begins after initial aspiration in voiceless

stops or from the instant of a sudden rise in intensity indicating the're-

32



Tables 14-16. Summary of the effect of the word initial /fortisHlenist:
distinction on the stops of different place of articulation.

Table 14. The.labial stops.

Engt. S2. SI. Engt. S2. SI.

EV -65 -90 -33 *** ****

RD 43 55 17 **** **** ****

VOT 111 146 51 **** *** ****

VD -33 -14 ?? **** non non

Table 15. The alveolar stops.

YE-Y.1

Engt. S2. SI. Engt. S2. Sl.

EV -53 -66 -30 **** **** ****

RD 50 40 21 **** **** ****

VOT 107 112 52 **** **** ****

VD -29 -3 ?? **** non non

Table 16. The velar stops.

Engt. S2. SI. Engt. S2. Si.

EV. -56 -77 -29 **** **** ****

RD' 47 65 18 J *** **** ****

VOT 112 155 52 **** **** ****

VD -59 -47 ?? **** **** non

lease of the occlusion in the case of voiced steps, a method which nat

urally shortens vowels after strongly aspirated stops. Wilk (1965), for

instance, has included the release segment in the duration of the Vowel

33
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'CHART 1. The VOT values ( s) of the mord initial stops for the three

groups. The uniis on the time scale are milliseconds, 0 indicating the

moment the oral closure is opened, 6 and t. stand for the categories

/fortis/ and /lenis/, respectively.

lab{

alv

vel

14,J0,7,44ke

Engl.

FRa".7.:M27.1.17=iig

vel

. .

-100 -50

/111Wi&V.141F2'..4.1=.0.:W4:1;

3 4
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with which arrangement the duration of the vowel is the same after stops

of both categories. In fact it can be seen in the present data (Tables 5,

8 and 11) that the differences in the release and vowel durations approxi-

mately compensate each other. Among the Finnish groups only the velars of

group S2. (Table 12) show a significant difference Comparable to those of

group Engt: This means ihat for the labials and alveolars group S2. have

lengthened the duration of the oral opening in order to achieve equal dur-

ations of vowels after both /fortes/ and /lenes/. Due to an accident the

actual numerical data on the vowel durations of group Sl. in Tables 7, 10

and 13 were lost after it had been assessed that the differences in their

means were not statistically significant.

The eSSect o6 the ptace oS pkoduction. --To facilitate the evaluation

of the effect of the place of articulation on the parameters the data have,

been reorganized in Tables 17-22. Tables 17-19 shaw the word initial /fortes/

and Tables 20-22 the /lenes/.

It is clear from these Tables that the observed difference's of VOT be-

tween the places of articulation depend mostly On differences in the re-

lease duration or RD and not on any significant differences in the extent

of initial voicing or EV. Only group S2. exhibits (see Table 21) any sig-

nificant differences between the places of articulation with regard to voic-

ing in that /b/ has a slightly longer extent of voicing than /d/ and /g/.

It seems futile to try to emplain this, although it might not be impossible

to think of an aerodynamic explanation (/b/ having the largest cavity bet ,

tween the glottis and the place of the occlusion, a state of affairs making

possible a prolonged transglottal flow of air necessary for voicing).

With regard to the release duration or RD there iS a clear tendency

in both series (i.e. in both the /fortes/ and the /lenes/) and all groups

for a longer release dumation with increasing retraction of the place of

production. Thus the velars have the longest and the labials the shortest

release durations, while the alveolars have a medium one. It is worth point-

ing out that there are no statistically significant exceptions io the above

tendency in the present data, a fact that would seem to indicate a physio-

logical or other universal origin for the observed differences. To such a

direction points also the fact that siMilar results have been obtained for:'

a number of languages, see for example Lisker and Abramson (1964). As the



Tables 17-19. The,effect of the place features /labial/, /alveolar/ and velar/ on the parameters EV, RD and

VOT of the uord initial /fortes/.

Table 17 Group Eng.

/labials/

7.1 sl NI

EV 0 0 100

RD 50. 15 100

VOT 50 15 100

Table 18. Group SI.

/labials/

EV

RD

VOT

71
s

1

N
1

2 16 100

56 29 100

54 36 100

Table 19, Group SI.

/labials/

Y1. si NI

*4 17 100

24 22 100

21 26 100

/alveolars/ /velars/

Tif sa Na
v

sv Nv

0 0 115 0 0 110

61 16 115 65 16 110

61 16 115 65 16 110

/alveolars/ /velars/

sa Na sv Nv

1 8 115 0 0 110

52 19 115 79 26 110

52 19 115 79 26 110

/alveolars/ /velars/

3 sa Na sv Nv

2 13 115 2 13 110

31 18 115 48 21 110

31 18 115 48 21 110

differences of means

11-7a ;v 7a4v
P
1-a

P

1-v

p

a-v

0 0

-11 -15 -4

-11 -15 -4

0 non non non

***$ **** *

differences of means

**** **** *

714a 71.7v Ya4v
P P P

1-a 1v a-v

1 2 1 non non non

4 -23 -27

2 -25 -27

differences of means

non

non **** ****

**** ****

7 -7
1 a IA P P

1-v
P

1-a .a-v

0 non non .non

**,: *11* **#.
-17

47 **** *SI



Tables 20-22. The effect of the place features /labial/, /alveolar/ and /velar/ on the parameters EV, RD and

T. of the liord initial /lenes/.

Table 20. Group Eng.

/labials/ /alveolars/ /velars/ differences of means

si
a -i

N. s
a

N
a sv Nv 71-7a 714v

P P P
1-a 1-v a-v

EV 65 61 95 53 56 95 56 61 70 12 9 73 non non non

RD 7 9 95 11 7 95 18 8 70 -4 -11 -7
**** *0* ****

VOT -61 66 95 -46 63 95 -47 70 70 -15 -14 1 non non non

Table 21. Group S2,

/labials/ /alveolars/ /velars/ differences of means
1

NI
,1

v s N N
Iv v v 7.1 dlra 3.1 "Xv la .7v P " 1

11 1 1 la
s
a a s N '1-a 1-Y a -v

EV 92 32 95 67 40 95 77 36 70 25 15 -10
**** *** non

RD 1 3 95 .12 17 95 14 11 70 -11 -13 -2
**** **** non

VOT -92 33 95 -60 52 95 -76 39 70 -32 -16 16
**** **** *

Table 22. Group SI.

/labials/ /alveolars/

s N
1 1 a

sa Na

37 49 95 32 40 95

7 12 95 10

-30 55 95

/velars/ differences of means

31 43 70 5 6 1

30 23 70 -23 T20

-4 61 70 -26 -17

non non non

* ****

****
non
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release duration or RD used in this study is essentially dependent on the

extent of aspiration (although it also includes any frictional noise pro-

duced at the constriction just after the explosion) it can be said that

the longer the distance between the glottis and the oral closure the soon-

er the glottis starts vibrating after the release of the oral closure.

This kind of formulation of the regularities would rather suggest an aero-

dynamic explanation for the differences, although factots such as differ-

ences in initial stop closure durations might just as well be the reason.

However, .11.0 evidence seems to be available at present for any kind of ex-

planation.

The di.66entneee between the poupz. --By and'large, it seems that the

word initial stops of the three groups differ more in degree than in kind.

As for the /fortis/-/lenis/ opposition, no group used a cue that the other

groups completely failed to use (except the seemingly contradictory case

of the duration of the f011owing vowel or VD; however, this is a technical

difference resulting from the.kind of segmentation employed here). It was

seen that the separation of the distinctive categories /fortis/ and /lenis/

was generally poorest by group Sl. with group S2. occasionally having ex-

treme separation exceeding that of the "made]." group Engt. With regard to

place of articulation all groups d. 'ayed sbnilar tendencies.

THE WORD MEDIAL POSITION

The /6okt24/-/Zeni4/ data:a:Zen. --Tables 23-25 present a general

picture of the /fortis/-/lenis/ differences in the word medial position,

pooled across the three places of production. Table 26 shows again in a

more compact form the differences of means and their significance for the

three groups of informants. The parameters tabulated are the duration of ..:

the preceding (stressed) vowel or VD, the silent interval or SI of the

Stop itself, the extent of voicing of (the.Silent interval of) the stop

or EV, the release duration or RD and the total duration TD of the stop

(comprising SI+RD).

38
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Tables 23-26. The effect of the word medial /fortis/-/lenis/ distinction,
on the parameters VD (duration of the preceding vowel), SI (silent bite*.
val), EV (extent of voicing), RD (release duration) and TD (total duration
(SI+RD) of the stop).

Table 23. Group Eng.

/fortes/

)7f. sf N
f

/lenes/

Yi. N
1

difference
of means
Xf-X., P

VD 100 29 95 104 26 100 -4 non
SI 60 18 95 58 15 100 2. non
EV 0 0 95 50 18 100 _5() ****
RD 49 17 95 14 12 100 35 ****
TD 109 14 95 77 15 100 37 ****

Table 24. group $2.

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of means

sf Nf N
1 Xf-X1 P

VD 99 27 95 112 32. 100 -13
SI 91 19 95 74 20 100 17 **lb*
EV 3 8 95 68 27 100 -65 *5**
RD 47 20 95 9 12 100 38 ****
TD 138 28 95 83 23 100 55 ****

Table 25. Group Sl.

/fortes/

Xi sf N
f

/lenes/

YI s
1

N1

difference
of neans
krf-Y1 P

VD 90 25 95 103 35 100 -13 moss
SI 93 21 95 75 24 100 18 ****

EV 6 15 95 44 33 100 -38 ****
RD 30 17 95 13 14 100 17 ****
TD 123 25 95 88 31 100 35 ****

Table 26. Comparison of the groups.

VD
$1
EV
RD
TD

Engt. S2. SI. Engt. 52. SI.

-4 -13 -13 non **** ****
2 17 18 non **** ****

-50 -65 -38 **** ****
35 38 17 :::: **** ****
37 55 **** ****35 *5**
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In all groups a compensatory relationship between the duration of the

joieceding vowel and the silent interval of the stop can be obserVed. Thus

a longer silent interval of the /fortes/ is almost invariably associated

with a shorter duration of the preceding vowel. For group Eng.., however,

the /fortis/-/lenis/ differences with,regard to the two parameters are

negligible and moreover statistically nonsignificant. It will be seen be-

low that this is caused by the fact that-in this,group the alveolars pre-

sent an opposite tendency with regard to the duration of the silent inter-

val, /d/ having on an average a longer one than /t/. However, before going

'into the separate data for each place.of articulation soMe further obser-

vations concerning the data in Tables 23-26 will bo made.

It is remarkable that the absolute durations of the silent intervals

of both the /fortes/ and the /lenes/ are much greater in the two Finnish

groups than in the English group (in /fortes/ 93, 91, and 60 msec. and in

/lenes/ 75, 74 and 50 msec. for the groups SI., S2. and Eng., respectively).

It is not simply a matter of different speaking rate as the vowel durations

show rather an opposite tendency (see also Tables 45-47 below where it is

obvious that the abSolute vowel duratiOns,used by group Eng. are longer

than noise used by the Finnish groups). It seems rather that it is a ques-

tion of a different vowel/consonant ratio, and it would be interesting to

know how much it contributes to the foreign accent noticed in the speech of

Finns by native speakers of English. Part of the observed differences (at

least for groupS1'..) could coneeivably be explainable on the basis of the

fact that the spelling of same of the medial stops .(e.g. Patty) consists of

two identical graphemes just as the spelling of Finnish geminate consonants,
and consequently some of these stops were produced phonetically long accord-7

ing to Finnish rules of pronunciation. That this is not the whole explana.7

tion is evident for the following reason: if the Finnish informants had in-

deed produced basically two kinds of stops, one corresponding to Finnish

single stops and the other to geminates, the mean (T) would naturally be-

come a little higher than that of single stops alone. However, such a di-

chotomy of the durations of the silent intervals would automatically be re-

flected in a large standard deviation (s), whereas it can be seen that the

standard deviations of groups SI. and S2. (/fortes/: 21 and 19 msec.; /lenes/.:

24 and 20 msec., respectively) are not very much larger than those of group

Eng. ..(18 and 15 msec.). According to Lehtonen (1970: 70-71) the average
durations of Finnish single stops vary around 100 msec., while those of the

4 0



geminates vary around 200 msec., from which figures it can be seen that

the durations of the silent intervals produced by the Finnish groups do

not differ markedly from the durations of average Finnish single stops

(although in Lehtonen's measurements the small burst often acccmcanying

the Finnish stops was also included).

As regards yoking in medial position it is again noteworthy that

group Eng. is the only one without even occasional or partial voicing

of the /fortes/. Otherwise a pattern similar to the voicing of initial

stops can be observed, with group S2. having the maximum of voicing of

the /lenes/ and group Eng. assuming an intermediate position. It can

be seen in the Tables that the absolute means for all /lenes/ in this

position are 50, 68 and 44 msec. for groups Eng., S2. and SI., respect-

ively. Also relatively, i.e. as percentage of the duration of voicing

of the silent interval, group S2. ranks highest on the list,the corre-

sponding percentages being 86%, 92% and 59%. It is also noteworthy that

group SI., although exhibiting an approximately equal duration (in ab-
'

solute terms) of voicing in the /lenes/ as group Emit., yet has much

larger standard deviation (s), namely 33 msec. against 18 msec. This:in-

dicates that voicing is more irregular in the Finnish group, either in

the speech of single individuals or between members of the group.

The release durations are aPproximately the same for groups Eng.

and S2., with group SI. having the shortest 11D. Generally it oan be said

that the differences between the means of the /fortis/ andylenis/ values

for the Parameters that shaw statistically significantdiffeienCes fdr

the "model" group Eng. (thus disregarding VD and SI)aie,SMallest for

group SI7, while the standard deviations ire the greiteiifor this group.

These two facts are a clear indication of greater overlapping of the cat-

ego.*.les in this group.

Tables 27-35 Shaw the MortisHlenis/ distinction for the three

places of articulation separately, Tables 27-29 showing the labials for

each group, Tables 30-32 shawing the alveolars and Tables 33735 the

velars. In Tables 36-38 the corresponding differences of means,and their

statistical significance have been reorganized to enable a comparison of

the groups.

In Chart 2 (whath is based on the VD and SI data of Tables 27-35)

it can again be seen that in each group and through all places of articu7
,

iation a longer silent interval SI is invariably associated with a Shorter.
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Tables 27-29. Tbe effect of the wordmeddal /fortis/-/lenis/ distinction
on the labial stops.

Table 27. Group Engl.

/fortes/

5( sf f

/lenes/

Iri s
1

N
1

difference
of means
X
f
-1:1 P

VD 87 25 25 106 22 35 -19 MS
SI 80 15 25 72 12 35 8 **
EV 0 0 25 65 25 35 -65 ****

RD
ID

30
110

13
15

25
25

7

79
7

12
35
35

23
31

c.i.os

Table 28. Group S2.

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of means

Xi sf N
f 3C1 sl N1

Xf-X1 P

VD 85 22 25 105 23 35 -20 "**
SI 108 19 25 90 16 35 18 ****
EV 9 13 25 90 16 35 -81 ****
RD 32 18 25 5 6 35 27 ****
ID 140 37 25 95 22 35 45 ****

_Table 29. Group Sl.

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference

li q-sf Nf
X1 sl N1 leri laP

VD '' 84 23 25 95 21 35 -11 non
SI 100 22 25 88 17 35 12
EV 9 14 25 49 38 35 -40 am,* "

RD 19 12 25 8 11 35 11 ***
TD 119 26 25 96 22 35 23 winks

duration of the preceding roma, although the differences are generally

smell and not always statistically significant. Bather it can be seen that

it is the /fortes/ that exhibit :be longer silent interval, with a single

exception: the /d/'s of group Engt. bare a longer silent internal than their

/t/'s (48 nsec. against 47 "sec., see Table 30). The difference, however, is
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Tables 30-32. Tbe effect of the uord medial /fortisHlenis/ distinction
on the alveolar stops.

Table 30. Group Engt.

/fortes/ /lenes/

Xf Sf

VD 110 28
SI 47 13
EV 0 0
RD 61 11
TD 108 15

Nf.
1[2. Ni

40 97 tO 35
40 48 10 35
40 44 14 35
40 13 10 35
40 61 11 35

Table 31. Group S2.

/fortes/ /lenes/

difference
of means

rf-zi
13
-1

-44
48
47

difference
of means

X
f Sf Nf Iti

51
Ni Xf-X1 P

VP 106 26 40 116 40 35 -10 non
SI 88 16 40 60 15 35 28
EV
RD

6

49
4

17
40
40

56
8

16
9

35
35

-50
41

'****
*sti

TD 137 19 40 68 21 35 69 *sips

Table 32. Group SI.

/fortes/ /lenes/

Xi si Ni,

differenCi
of means

VD 94 25 40 113 50 35 -19
SI 91 23 40 54 20 35 37
EV 2 8 40 51 16 35 -49
RD 34 18 40 6 8 35 28
TD 125 27 40 60 21 35. 65

negligible and moreover statistically' nonsignificant; more haterestinkis .

the fact that even here a longer silent interVil is:associated 'with

shorter duration of the preceding awl. This, unlike allthe'other /leaes/

of thesmne (or, for that matter,,Of the other) group(s)oheldps -have
caused a shortening of the preceding Vowel, a slimtenitogmbiCh mireoier is



Tables 33-35. The effect of the word medial /fortis/ -/lenis/ distinction
on the velar stops.

Table 33. Group Eng.

VD
SI
EV
RD
TD

/fortes/

f Sf

99 29
59 10
0 0

48 11
107 12

Nf

30
30
30
30
30

/lenes/

71

110
52

47
23

75

S1

34
10
14
13
14

N1.

30
30
30
30
30

difference
of means

7f-11

-11 non
7 s*

-47 *mint

25 ..**

32 ...*

Table 34. Group .52.

/fortes/

Xi si N
f

/lenes/

XI sl N

difference
of means

7f-71 P

VD 100 29 30 115 30. 30 -15 non
SI 82 13 30 71 17 30 11 ***
EV 0 e 30 56 30 30 _56 *.t...

RD 56 17 30 15 17 30 41 ****
TD 132 31 30 85 21 SO 47 *44*

Table 35. Group SI.

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of means ,

7
f Nf TI NI, X : P

VD 90 25 30 100 24 30 -10 . non
SI 91 16 30 83 18 30 8 non
EV 8 22 30 30 37 30 ..22 :**
RD 35 : 16 30 25 15 30 10
TD 126 23 30 108 28 30 18 ***

statistically significant. This aeems_to indicate rather clearly that the

duration of the preceding vowel is not phonologically conditioned in the

way that a longer or a shorter duration would invariably be connected with

one or the other of the two linguistic categories /fortis/ and /lenis/.

Rather, the durational relations seea to speak for a tendency-to keep the
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9-IART 2. The durations of the preceding vowel CVDyand,the silent inteiyal

(SI) of the word medial stops. The units on the time scale are milliseconds; H

4 and t stand for the categories /fortis/ and /lenis/, respectively.

lab

al%

vel

alt

vel

alt

"rrat.,:r.Z1.

111.1511111MMICEMSEZEil

lab)

1

"

lab

el

1

11111611AI,
50 100

45

Engl.

s



Tables 36-38. Summary of the, effect of the word mr-ddal /fOrtiskilenis/
distinction on stops of different place of articulation.

Table 36. The labial stops.

Yf-71

VD
SI
EV
RD
TD

Engt.

-19
8

-65
23
31

S2.

-20
18

-81
27
45

Sl.

-11
12
-40
11
23

Engt.

****
**
44**
****

Table 37. The alveolar stops.

7f-Xl

Eng.t. S2. Si. Eng..

VD 13 -10 -19 **
SI -1 28 37 non
EV -44 -50 -49 ****
RD 48 41 28 ****
TD 47 69 65 ****

Table 38. The velar stops.

Engt.

Y f-Xl.

S2., SI. Engt.

VD -11 -15 -10 nOn
SI 7 11 8 **

EV -47 -56 -22 ****
RD 25 41 10 ****
TD 32 47 18 ****

S2. SI.

**** non
**** ****
**** ****
**** ****

non non
*** nOn
**** ***
****
**** ***

total duration of the CV sequence constant. On the whole, it can be said

that the duration Of the silent interval doesnot provide a reliable sep-

aration of the two citegories of stops for grOup Engt., for 'even in the

labia-is and velars the differences., although statistically significant,

are likely to be too small to have any teal cue value in speechpettep-

tion. Only group S2. displays a systematii and statistically strongly
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significant difference with regard to this parameter through all places

of production.,:.

In general the observations made above in connection with Tables 23-

26 seem to be valid for each place of articulation, with same notable

exceptions. Thus it can be seen that group SI. has a remarkable long ex-

tent of relative (i.e. EV/SI) voicing in /d/ as compared to the other

/lenes/. This is no doubt due to the fact that this is a position where

the Finnish /d/ occurs and consequently the sound has not presented any

real difficulties for the Finnish speakers. That the same trend is not

so conspicuous in the data of group S. is most likely due to the fact

that they again have extensive voicing in att /lenes/. It is also inter-

esting to note that although the differences in the durations of the si-

lent intervals of the /fortes/ and the /lenes/ are usually very small,

as already seen above, the alveolars of both Finnish groups form an ex-

ception, with /d/ having a clearly shorter average duratim of the si-

lent interval than /t/ (the differences being 37 and 28 msec. for groups

SI. and SI, respectively, see Tables 31 and 32). This is in accordance

with reports to the effect that the Finnish /d/ is noticeably shorter

than /t/ (see for example Lehtonen 1970: 71). It is also clear that this

cue is not used in English, at least not by the informants used in the

present study.

The e6iect o6 the ptace o6 ptoduction. In Tables 39-44 the data

on the medial stops have been reorganized for comparison of the differ-

ences between the places of production and their statistical signifi-

cance. The durations of the silent intervals (SI) and release durations

(RD) are presented graphically in Chart 3. A few generalizations con-

cerning the datawill be pointed out here, although the origins'of these

differences interest us only to the extent that they are connected with

the /fortis/-/lenis/ distinction. Thus it can be seen that in all medial

stops, both in the /fortes/ and in the /lenes/, the labials havi the

longest duration of the silent interval. This difference is statistically

strongly significant in all groups and both categories with the excep-

tion of the /fortes/ of group SI. which nevertheless have a nonsignifi-

cant trend in the same direction (see Table 41). SimilarWit can be said

,that there are no statistically significant exceptions to the general
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Tables 39-41, The effect of the place features /labial/ /alveolar/ and /velar/ on the parameters 111) SI EV,

Rn and TD of the word medial /fortes/.

Table 39, Group Eng.

/labials/

sl N1

VD 87 25 25

, SI 80 15 25

EV 0 0 25

RD 30 13 25

TD 110 IS 25

Table 40 . Group S!.

/labials/

71
s

1

N
1

VD 85 '22 25

SI 108 19 25

EV 9 13 25

RD 32 18 25

TD 135 37 25

Table 41. Group SI.

/labials/

sl Ni

\ID 84 23 25

SI 100 12 25

EV 9 14 25

RD 19 12 25

TO 119 26 25

/alveolars/ /velars/

sa Na

differences of mans

Ny )ti .1C, la

110 28 40 99 29 30 -23 -12

47 13 40 59 10 30 33 21

0 0 40 0 0 30 0 0

61 11 40 48 11 30 -31 -18

108 15 40 107 12 30 2 3

13

/alveolars/ /velars/ differences of means

sa Na ;! sv Nv 714a 71-Xv 711 "lc

106 26 40 100 29 30 -21 -15

88 16 40 82 13 30 20 26

1 4 40 0 0 30 8 9

49 17 40 56 17 30 -17 -24

137 19 40 132 31 30 -2 3

/alveolars/

sa Na

6

6

1

.7

5

/velars/ differences of means

X; sy Nv 1(1.7a X14; 784'v

94 25 40 90 25 30 -10 6

91 23 40 91 16 30 9 9

2 8 40 8 22 30 7 1

34 18 40 35 16 30 -15 -16

125 27 40 126 23 30 -6 -7

P P P
1-a 1-v a -v

1111 non non

**** sts* *50

mn non 110n

*NI* 511441 404

non non non

P
1-a

P
1-v

P
a-v

**** *

*** **** non

5*** *51* non

*5** $55$

DOR non Mil

non

P P

1-a 1-v

P

a -v

DOB

non BOA non

** non non

**** o*** non

non non non



Tables 42-44. The effect of the place features /labial/ /alveolar/ and /velar/ on the parameters VD, SI EV,

RD and TO of the lord medial /lenes/.

Table 42. Group En91.

/labials/ /alveolars/ /velars/ differences of means

71 si N1 sa Na lc 114a 11"1Ct la"c

106 22 35

72 12 35

65 20 35

7 7 35

79 12 35

Table 43, Group S2,

/labials/

sl Ni

VD 105 23 35

SI 90 16 35

EV 90 16 35

RD 5635
TD 95 22 35

97 20 35 110 34 30 9 -4 -13

48 10 35 52 10 30 24 20 -4

44 14 35 47 14 30 21 18 -3

13 10 35 23 15 30 -6 -16 -10

61 11 35 75 14 30 18 4 44

/alveolars/ /velars/ differences of mans

a 58
N
a q

sv Nv 71-7v Xa;v

116 40 35

60 15 35

56 16 35

8 9 35

69 21 35

115 30 30 -11

71 17 30 30

56 30 30 34

15 17 30 -3

85 21 30 26.

Table 41. Group SI,

/labials/ /alveolars/ /velars/ differences of means

VD

SI

EV

RD

ID

sl N1

95 21 35

88 17 35

49 38 35

8 11 35

96 22 35

I N
8 8 a

113 50 35

54 20 35

51 16 35

6 8 35

60 21 35

pl-a P V a -v

non non *

**** ****

**** ***

*** 00, 400

**** non 00

non

P P P
1-a 1v a -v

non non . non

'**** **** **

**** ****

*

Is** non

$

v 'la 71 .7v laulv pi.a PI-v a -v

100 24 30

83 18 30

30 37 30

25 15 30

106 28 30

-18 5 13 non non non

34

-2 19 21 non * ***

2

5 .29 Am* non ****

33

17 .19 non **** ****

-10 -46 **** non *u*
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CHART 3 The duratións of tbe silent interval (SI) and re/ease duration

(RD) of the word medial stops. The units on the time scale are millisec-

onds; 6 and t stand for the categories /fortis/ and /lenii/, respectively.

lab

I
lab

vel

alv

falMn?!.A1'.11.:17:;:4A *16M

I 11

lab

lel ILCM1:5'gCifaeT.V>t?Di,;!snraqiUiZ' 'prekME:

1 Engl.

F

alv

vel
71kM.F&17-1,14EVnt'si."42Z.t.1.
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rule that the velar stops have a longer silent interval than the alveolar

ones, although this tendency is much weaker. These findings are in ac-

cordance with those of Fischer-JOrgensen (1964) who has studied the ef-

fect of place of articulation on sound duration in greater detail. Also

Lehtonen (1970: 70-75) has found the order /p/>/k/>/t/ in the produCtion

of medial plosives!

Table 42 and Chart 3 show that there are statistically strongly sig-

nificant differences between the release durations RD of /b/, /d/ and /g/

of group Engt. As in the case of the word initial plosives (see Table 20),

the velar stop /g/ has the longest and the labial stop /b/ the shortest re-

lease duration. Neither are there any significant exceptions to this ten-

dency in the medial /lenes/ of the two Finnish groups (Tables 43 and 44

and Chart 3). On the other hand, the /fortes/ of the same position ex-

hibit a different picture..Thus it can be seen in Table 39 and in the

graphic representation inamrt 4that statistically strongly significant

differences exist also here between the release durations of the three

places of articulation in the prochictions of grOup Engt., althoUgh the

order of magnitude is:different from the /lenes/. Now the alveolar stop

/t/ has the longest and the velar stop /k/ the intermediate release dur7

ation. For the corresponding means of the two Finnish groups (Tables 40

and 41) the only statistically significant difference is that 'between /p/

and the other /fortes/, the former having a systematically sharter re-

leaseduration than the latter two wthickdo not differ from each other

statistically in this respect. It may seem odd that the order of magni-,

tude of the three places of production is different in the twO categories,

one would rather have expected phonological symmetry to be reflected in

the durational relations. At this stage a fFw more observations deserve

to be pointed out although no explanations7will as yet be attempted. Thus

it can be seen that, with regard to the word medial /lenesstatistically
significant differences exist for all groups between the total durations

TD (i.e., SI+RD) of the stops (Tables 42-44), whereas no statistically

significant ones exist in this respect between /p/, /t/ and /k/ (Tables

39-41). On the other hand, statistically significant differences exist

between the places of articulation with regard to the silent interval SI,

except for the /fortes/ of grew SI. With a omnparison of the SI and RD

data of the /fortes/ it is possible to assess that a practically perfect
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CHART 4. The durations of the silent interval. (black column) and release

duration of the word medial /fortes/. The units on the time scale are

milliseconds. The white columns imply labial;.the striped. ones alveolar

and the dotted ones velar stops.
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reciprocal pattern obtains between the tue measures. Thus differences in

the duration of the SI are Completely compensated for by differences in

RD. It is clearly a matter of temporal coordination between laryngeal and

supraglottal-activities, and this is why differences between places of ar..

ticulation may turn out to be helpful in the clarification of the mechan7

isms underlying the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction in English. This point will be

further elaborated in connection with the discussion of the physiological

mechanisms below.

THE WORD FINAL POSITION

The e66ect o6 the vowet categoaiu /tenae/, /oe/ and /tax/ on the

dukatton o the pteceding vowet. --Tables 45-47 present the results for

the word final /fortis/-/lenis/ distinction for the three groups, with

Table 48 showing only the differences of Means and their statistical sig-

nificance for an easier comparison of the groups. The parameters under

investigation are the duration of the Preceding vowel (belonging to one

of the categories /tense/, /lax/ and /ae/) or VD, the duration of the si-

lent interval of the stop or SI, and the extent of voicing Of the stop..or

EV. In Chart 5 a sunnary of the effects of the vowel categories /tense/,
,

/ae/ and /lax/ and the consonant categories /fortis/ and /lenis/ on the

parameter yp is presented graphically.

Inspection of the Tables reveals that the inclusion of different

vowel categories was useful in that interesting differences emerge between

the groups with respect to the parameter VD. Looking first at the data on

the duration of the vowels before the /fortis/ stops we can see that for

group Engt. (Table 45) the /tense/ vowels have the longest and the /lax/

vowels the shortest VD, while the /ae/ vowels exhibit a duration approxi-,

mately halfway between the two. The /tense/ vowels are 68 msec. or 58 per

cent longer than the /lax/ ones, which is in good agreement with earlier

published data. Wiik, for,example, reports (1965: 115) a 65 per cent long-

er duration of the /long/ (=/tense/) vowels compared to that of the /short/

ones.

For groups S2. arid Sl. the same trends can be observed (Tables 46 and

47) although the ratios of the means form a markedly different pattern.
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Tables 45-48. The effect of the word final /fortis/ -/lenis/ distinction
on the parameters VD (duration of the preceling vowel, three groups), SI
(silent interval) and EV (extent of voicing of the stop).

Table 45. Group Eng.t.

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of means,

X i sf
N
f
, ..

X1 sl N1
7 -X1
f

P

VD /tense/ 186 61 80 335 42 30 -149 44**

VD /ae/ 156 27 55 255 52 60 -99 4444

VD /lax/ 118 28 75 192 35 90 -74 4.444.

El 102 24 210 75 19 180 27 4.**4.

EV 0 0 210 56 28 180 -56 444*

..Table 46. Group S2,,

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of means

X i s
f

N
f

YI s
1

N
1

X -Xj.
. f.

P

VD /tense/ 252 41 79 277 32 31 . 7,25 4**
VD /ae/ .165: 37 55 198 33. 60 _33

.4
' VD./lax/. 132 27 75: 168 34. 90 _36 444. .

SI
. 115... 26 210 89 .23 180 26

EV 3 10 210 .62 38 180 -59 *44*

Table 47. Group S1.

/fortes/ /lenes/ difference
of means

X
f

s
f

N
f Xi

s
1

Xf-Xj. P

VD /tense/ 215 55 80 228 49 30 -13 non
VD Am/ 124 26 55 133 34 60 -9 non
VD-/laxi.406 25 . 75 123 30 90 -17 444*
SI 105 ----37--"210 96 32 180 9 444
EV , 2 7 --210 16 23 180 -14 4444

Table 48. Comparison of the groups.

7f -71.

Engl. 52. S1. Engt. 52. S1.

VD /tense/ -149 -25 -13 4444 4444 non
VD /ae/ -99 -33 -9 4444 **** non
VD /lax/ -74 -36 -17 4444 4444 4444
SI 27 26 9 4444 4444 444
EV -56 -59 -14 4444 4444 4444
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CHART 5. The effect of the /fortis/-/lenis/ character of the word final

stops on the durations of the preceding /tense/, /ae/ and /laX/ vowels.

The units on the tiMeScale are milliseconds; 6 and t stand for the cat-:

egories /fortis/ and Ilenis/, respectiway.
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Thus for group S2. the /tense/ vowels preceding
the /fortes/ are 120 msec.

or 91 per cent longer than the /lax/ ones, foi group SI. the corresponding

figures are 109 msec. or 103 per cent. It is clear from these results that

the Finnish groups have realized the /tense/-/lax/ distinction in a way

different frmm that used by the English informants. EVen in the absence of

any spectral information it seems evident that the Finnish speakers have
identified the distinctibn with the phonetically partly-similar distinction
of /single/ and /double/ vowels in Finnish which, however, rests almost

totally on differences in duration. Thus the ratios 'of the /tense/ and /lax/
vowels for the two Finnish groups agree quite well with the reported ra-
tios of Finnish /double/ and /single/ vowels (see for example Lehtonen

1970: 64 and Wiik 1965: 115). It would also seem that the /ae/ vowels of
the Finnish groups would show less deviation frOm the /lax/ ones than is
the case with the English group, although even here the differences seem
to be too great to be explainable on the basis of the more open tongue posi-
tion of the /ae/ voWels compared to most of the /lax/ vOwels occurring in
the test material (see Appendix

A,),,The intermediate position taken by the
/ae/ vowels for group Eng. (Table 45) reflects rather will the ambivalent
or /neutral/ (see Wiik 1965: 49) character of the vowel with respect to the
feature /tense/-/lax/ or /long/-/short/.

The data on the same vowel categories before the /lenis/ stoPs show a
qualitatively similar but quantitatively

somewhat different pattern (see the
right hand sides of Tables 45-47).

For group Eng. the /tense/ vowels are
143 msec. or 75 per cent longer than the /lax/ vowels in tfie same position,
theme= of the /ae/ vowels again

being approximately halfWay between the
two extremes. If We compare the

corresponding figures obtained above for
the vowels before the /fortes/ (68 msec. or 58 per cent) we can conclude
that for the native speakers the "switch" from /lax/ to /tense/ follows
Tore closely a pattern of a percentual

increment than an absolute one, i.e.
.ceteti.4 pakibu4 the /tense/ vowels seem to be about 60770 per cent longer
in duration than the /lax/ ones. This seems to be roughly the principle;
a closer examination would doubtless

reveal some kind of interaction be7
tween various rules of temporal organization.

The Finnish groups, on the other hand, seem to possess a rule using
an absolute increment for converting /lax/ vowels to /tense/ ones (the no-
tions of "switch" or "conversion"

are not meant to be taken literally, they
are used solely for purposes of exposition).

Thus the absolute differences
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of means of the two vowel categories before the /lenes/ are 109 msec. and

105 msec. for groups S2 and Sl, respectively, figures wbich match almost

perfectly with those obtained before the /fortes/ (120 msed: and 109 msec.,

respectively). The corresponding per cent figures are 65 and 85 per cent,

which do not differ froutt.he corresponding percentage of the tag. group

(75 per cent), but this is an accidental and trivial similarity which re--

sults from the interaction of various rules affecting the duration of the

vocalic segments. On the basis of the data it would seem that the "Finnish

way" of Converting /lax/ vowels to /tense/ ones consists of lengthening

the vowel with arproximately the duration of a /single/ Finnish vowel. The

two Finnish groups do not seem to differ from eadh other in this respect.

The Wect o6 the woad 6inat /6o42i4/-/ten26/ diatinction on the dun-
ation o6 the pteceding vowet. -Table 48 and Chart 5 summarize the differ-

ences of means of the relevant parameters and their sigmificance for each
of the three groups. All groups exhibit a lengthening of vowels of eadh

category before the /lenis/ stops oampared t6 these preceding the /fortis/

stops but there is great variation in the extent and nature of this length-

ening. For group Engt. the differences between the means of the pre-/fortis/

and pre-/lenis/ VD values (or, to put it in another way, the lengthening

caused by the /lenis/ character of the following stop) are 149 msec., 99

msec. and 74 msec. for the /tense/, /ae/ and /lax/ vowels, respectively.
Expressed as a per cent value of the pre-/fortis/ vowels the corresponding

lengthening figures are 80, 63 and 63 per cent for the three vowel cat-

egories, respectively. All of these differences are statistically strongly

significant. Also these results are in good agreement with earlier pub-

lished data, for example Wiik (1965: 115) reports a 92 per cent and 72 per

cent lengthening of /long/ and /short/ vowels, respectively. On the basis

of ihe inesent,data it would seem that here, too, a percentual increase

rather than an absolute one is used in English. On the whole, the differ-

ences in vowel duration cauSed by the Word final /fortis/-/lenis/ distinc-
lion are here as in so many earlier studies so extensive that their sig-

nificance in cueing the distinction in perception cannot be doubted.

With regard to the VD preceding word final /fortis/-/lenis/ distinc-
tion group S2 for once takes an intermediate position between the native

English group and the less advanced Finnish group Sl. For group S2 the
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lengthening is also statistically strongly significant for each yowel cat-

egory, but the absolute extents of the lengthening are much smaller than

was ihe case with group Engt., namely only around 30 mosec. ThuS it can be

said that this group have for the most part failed to male use of a cue

that is very,powerful in English in signalling the word final /fortis/-

/lenis/ distinction. Although the indications are rather weak one would

also here (as in discussing the effect of the /tense/-/lax/ distinctiOn

of vowels above) be tempted to regard an absolute increment more likely

than a relative one which seems to be favoured by the native speakers.

For group Si the /fortis/-/lenis/ differences in7.themeans of the VD

are almost negligible and moreover statistically nonsignificant in twa out

of three instances. It is likelY that the weak tendencY observable here

reflects some kind of a universal, possibly articulatory constraint re-

ported for so many languages (see for example Chen 1970). In general the

results on this particular parameter are interpreted to once again con-

firm the notion that most of the lenthening of vowels (and of resonants

in general) oCcurring in English before word final /lenis/ obstruents is

due to a language specific, idiamatic and acquired habit which each child '

in an English-speaking community learns as a port of the sound system of

his/her native language.

In Charts 7-9 the effects of the two factors influencing the parane-

ter VD have been summarized for the three grouPs (for comparison see Wiik

1965: 115). The letters I: and I stand for the Classes of /tense/ and /lax/

vowels and the letters T and p for the /fortis/ and /lenis/ stops, re-

spectively.rThe arrows indicate the directiOn of the "lengthening", the

figures give the absolute difference in msec. values and (in parentheses)

the percentual lengthening.

The dmation olf the Aitent intetivat and voicing oti the mond 6inot

4/44. - With regard Do the parameter SI the groups do not seen to differ

from each other:in any essential way: for each group the /fortes/ have a

somewhat longer gI than the /lenes/, a difference that is statistically

strOngly significant for each group. The VD (average.of the three vowel

classes) and SI data are presented graphically in Chart 6. It will be re-

membered from above that in the word medial stops group Eng. showed no
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!CHART 6. The durations of the.preceding vowel (VD) and silent interval

(SI) of the word final stopi. The units on the time scale are millisec-

onds; i and L stand for the categories Thrtis/ ani ilenisl, respectively.
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CHARTS 7-9. Summaries Of the effects of the two factors influencing the
parameter VD or the duration of the vowel preceding a word final stop.
The downward arrows: the lengthening:of the /tense/ vowels compared to
the /lax/ ones; the left-t6-right arrows.: the lengthening of the pre-
/lenis/ stops cappared to the pre-/fortis/ ones The units are millisec-
onds or (in parentheses) per cent values. The letters I: and I stand for
/tense/ and /lax/ vowels and the letters T and D for /fortis/ and /lemis/
stops, respectively.

CHM' 7. Group Eng/.

SIT
118

co 40,4 to, 40,40 co s cnLel

74 JSID
(63%) 1192

CHART 8. Group S2. CHART 1. Group Sl.

FITL4 36 SID
1112 (27%) 168

41
...-, ....,C) 01CV .-I C. Lel.-I CPS .-I 40P.

isl:Ti_4149 JsoT
186 1801) 335

116[7. 25 HSI:D
Lnj (10S) 277

SIT
106

17 JSID
(16%) 1 123

consistent differences in the SI parameter with regard to the /fortis/-

/lenis/ distinction. One possible explanation to this dis:repancy between

the two positions could be that the consonant/vowel ratiO is important
for cueing the distinction in the word final position and that the dif-
erences in the duration of the silent iaterval of the stop are 'heeded"
to contribute to the differentiation of these ratios. In the mse of word
initial or word medial stops asPirat4on. (which is laryngeally controlled)

takes care of differeatiating the tio'caiegories,
but in word final stops

(especially when these are at the same time utterance final or followed
by other obstruepts) aspiration cannot

operate this way, at least not if
aspiration is understood (following Kim 1970) to be a delay in the onset
of voicing of the following sonorant. It is conceivable, however, that

;.ipiration could operate indirectly.;
i.e. through the friction that in-

evitably-accompanies the release of aspirated stops, but.then many utter-
ance final Stops are umeleased. Thus the

function elsewhera served by
aspiration could in this position be taken up by the potentially available

Aifferences in closure duration. With:regard to the physiological mechan-

6 0
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isms involved it may already be pointed out that the noted differences

in the SI values of the two categories for grouP Engt. have the import-

ant implication that the /fortiS/-/lenis/ distinction can at least in

certain environments be produced by variations in the timing of supraT

glottal articulations alone, i.e. without the participation of the lar-

yil which for the native group seemed to be responsible for the realn

ization Of the distinction at least in the word medial position. This

roint will be further elk7Alorated below.

MUCh the same observations are valid for the extent of voicing or

EV in the word final position as in the other two positions. Thus group

S1 has the least and group S2 the most extensive voicing of the /lenes/,
,

although the differences between the latter group and group Engt.are neg-

ligible in this respect. The absolute EV value is also naturally depend-

ent on the value of the parameter SI. With regard to the. /fortes/ we see

again that those of group Engt. are completely voiceless while both Finn-

ish groupS show occasional voicing. Although numerically small; these

differences are important indicesiof differeipces ih the production of

these sounds, especially with regard to laryngeal activity.

The elket o6 the ptaceei pkoduttion. --Ile data on the word final

stops have been reorganized in Tables 49-51 (the /fortes/) and 52-54 (the

/lenes/) to bring out the influence of place of articulation on the rel-

evant parameters. As these data cannot as yet be used to explain the

/fortisHlenis/ difference they will be published for the benefit of

anyone interested in place differences pea se, without any comments from

the writer. In Chart 10 below all and only the statistically significant

trends observed in the parameter SI of the material have been tabulated

for eadh group. Only the dikettion of the order of magnitude is shown, a

ósma Andicating that the two phonemes separated by it do not differ from

each other statistically with respect to the parameter SI.

CHART 10. The order of magnitude of the SI of the word final stops

Group The word final /fortes/ The word final /lenes/

/p/ > /k/ > /t/

S2 /p/ > /t/, /k/

S1 /k/

61

/b/ > /g/ > /d/

/b/ > /d/, /g/

/b/ > /4/



Tables 49-51. The effect of 0! gace features /labial/, /alveolar/ and velar/ on the parameters
VD, SI and

EV of the lord final /fortes/.

Table 49. Group Engt,

/labials/ /alveolars/ /velars/

? XaSa
Na

ç
sv Nv

VD 132 26 60 174 55 80 150 58 70

SI 119 17 60 91 24 80 101 19 70

0 0 60 0 0 80 0 0 70

Table 50 Group S2,

/labials/ /alveolars/ /velars/ differences of means

sl N1 a sa Na v sv l'kr 714a IA 7a4; pl-a

VD

SI

differences of reans

-42

28 18 -10

-18 24

0

110 53 60 192 68 80 193 66 70 -22 -23 -1 0 non

124 18 60 115 24 80 106 30 70 9 18 9 ** **** *

8 15 60 0 3 80 1 9 70 8

Table 51. Group Sl.

/labials/ /alveolars/ /velars/ differences of means

(i
/1 1 N1 a sa Na

Sy N
alTa 11.; CS -a

P P

1-v a -v

139 53 60 161 68 80 153 65 70
022 , 14 * nOA non

SI 114 36 60 104 36 80 100 10 70 10 14

EV 5 11 60 1 6 80 0 2 70

7
i*1010,



Tables 5254; The effect of the place features flabial/, /alveolar/ and /velar on the perameters VD SI and

EV of the word final /lenes/.

Table S2. Group Engt,

/labials/

Xi s

1
N
I

201 15 SO

91 18 SO

EV 71 31 SO

SI

Table 53, Group Si.

/labials/ /alveolars/ /velars/ differenceF. of means

sl 111

s
a

N
a a Tcr sv

VD 170 36 SO 217 58 85 188 35 45 -47

SI 105 16 50 82 20 85 86 27 45 23

89 35 50 49 33 85 40

/alveolars/ /velars/ differences of means

7 sa Na I'

714a 71.7v a IV

272 67 85 210 56 45 -71 62

63 13 85 80 17 45 28 11 17

43 21 85 65 25 45 28 6 -22

010 ii*** 1444

11**$ non

Table 54 Group si,

/labials/ /alveolars/

s N
a a a

124 36 SO

108 36 SO

18 24 SO

165 60 85

87 29 85

14 118 85.

58 36 45

-18 29 **** ts

19 -4 *so 14** non

/velars/ differences of means

*$$* *I** non

s N
v71-la ;.7v v v

IP

125 29 45 -41 40 *s** non of**

97 30 45 21 11 010 toss non non

17 '29 45 non non non



A SURVEY OF THE PHYSIOLOGICAL CORRE-
LATES OF THE FORTIS/LENIS DVSTINCTION

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The 'physiological Linvestigation Of the /ptk/-/bdgt diStinction has,

at least to a great extent, been promPted:bi the current goal-of phonetic

research to find, at some level of speech production above that of acous-

tics, context7independent, invariant correlates of the linguistically rel-

evans units, the distinctive features. Thus it is believed that in spite

of the largely context-dependent acoustic output variation, the distinc-,

tive features would at some higher level always be represented by invari-

ant units, and that the great variations in the acoustic output forms would

be the:result of automatic peripheral constraints, ziechanical,-aerodynamic

and otherwise. So far the results;of trying to find the physiological level,

corresponding to the linguistic one in a one7to-one relation, with each'

distinctiVe featuie always represented in the same way, have been negative; ,

at least nothing like concluSive findings have. been obtained (for arecent'

sunmary of various,motor control mechanisMs the reader iS adviCed to:

Lindblom (1974) and the'references therein). It swipe noted in this con7

text that descriptive labels such as voice2e4a-voiced, liontia-Zeni4,,tenae-

tax etc sometimes imply the existence of such a level (although'the:lahels

/fortis/ and /lenis/ used in this study are not meant to,male,any a

claims about the realizations of the sounds in concrete utterances).

According to the widely accepted myoelastic theory of phonation vocal

cord vibration takes place roughly in the following way; in preparation of

SPeech, the vocal cords are pulled together to a position,apprOpriate for

voicing, just Prior to the initiation ofspeech4seefor example Ladefbge&

1973: 73-83).: Then, provided that the air flow thiough the glottis is Suf-

ficiently strong, the Bernoulli effect will cause the vocal cords to vibrate

spontaneously, without any fUrther innervation of the larynx musculature.

Thus, with some amount of simplification, we can say thattwo Conditinns are

necessary for voicing to occur in speech, namely the appropriate positioning

of the vocal cords and a sufficiently free passage of:air through the vocal

tract. In sOnorants, which haVe-a relatively free passage of air, either

through the mouth or the nose, or both, the air flow across the glottisAs



normally sufficient for the Bernoulli effect to take care of voicing, and

it is a well-known fact that the sonorants are in the overwhelming major-

ity of cases fully voiced. In the production of obstruents, On the other

hand, the situation is different. They are produced with a radical hin-

drance to the air flow and consequently the pressure drop across the glot-

tis (i.e. the difference between subglottal ind Supraglottal or intraoral

air pressures soon diminishes,during the occlusion so.as to render sponta-

neous vocal cord oscillation imPossible. In other words, during the pro-

duction of obstruents one of the prerequisites of voicing, namely the

free passage of air, is absent, as due to the levelling of the air press-

ures below and above the glottiS the air flow will rapidly slow down and

eventually stop altogether. Thus the myoelastic (or "tonic", see e.g.

Gimson 1966: 8) theory of phonation, in its simplest form, predicts that,

given the glottal configuration proper for speech, voiceless stretches

of the speech wave are conditioned and caused by radical constrictions

in the upper articulatory tract.

In accordance with the above theoretical considerations (which will

be discussed in more detail below) one of the aims of concrete research

wcrk has been to find mechanisms that would help maintain voicing during

the production of English /bdg/ which, according to the theory sketched

above, would without any extra adjustments be normally voicelessOn the

other hand, the theory mould not necessarily predict any such extra ad-

justments for the production of /ptk/, but it would neither explain the

strong aspiration usually accompanying English /ptk/, and therefore an-

other goal of research has been to find the origin of the aspiration. The

relations between these theoretical predictions and the phonetic properties

of concreie sounds will be discussed more thoroughly in connection with

the markedness theory below (in section The Fortis/Lenis Distinction and

the Theory of Nhrkedness).

Next, data found in the literature on the different physiological

parameters supposedly responsible for the observable acoustic differences

between the realization's Of /ptk/ and /bdg/ will be presented.

SUBGLOTTAL AIR PRESSURE

According to Gimson (1966: 32), the /fortes/ are distinguished from

the /lenes/ (in addition io voicing differences) by 'fthe degree of breath
_ _ ,

and muscular effort involved in the articulation"; when the voice opposi-
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tion (i.e. the difference between physically voiced and voiceless stops)

is neutralized "the energy of articulation" becomes an *portant factor.

"Breath"can most probably be equated with subglottal pressure (i.e. the

pressure of the air in the lungs), and the reasoning is very clear: aspir-

ation is defined by Gimson (1966: 146) as an interval of strongly exipelled

breath between the release of the occlusion and the onset of the following

vowel, and it is not difficult to imagine that this strong eXpulsion should

be caused by heightened subglottal pressure. A similar conception of aspir-

ation is held and the same feature (i.e. heightened subglottal pressure)

is invoked by Chomsky and Halle (1968: 326). Neat and elegant as the ex-

planation may seem, experimental evidence showing that,the subglottal

pressure is indeed higher for the /fortes/ is not available, 4nd the rel-

evant reports found in'the literature all 'indicate that this feature is

not used to signal the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction. Thus for example Netsell

(1969), using three speakers of American English as 'subjects, has taken

simultaneous recordings of subglottal and supraglottal (=intraoral) air

pressures and comes to the conclusion thai the respiratory system gener-

ates an essentially invariant driving pressure with regard to the /fortis/-

/lenis/ distinction. hlthout going into unrelevant details, it may be pointed
, out that similar results have been obtained for example by Ladefoged (1967),

Lieberman (1967), Slis (1970) and Shipp (1973). Thus there are strong grounds

for concluding that the origin of the differences connected with thedis-

tinction is not due to the activity of the lungs.

SUPRAGLOTTFU. (INTRAORAL) AIR PRESSURE

The measurements of intraoral air prer'?,:, shaw invariably higher

values for /ptk/ than for /bdg/ (see for inStelkez:e Marecot 1968; Netsell

1969; Lubker and Parris 1969; Lisker 1970; Slis 1970; Shipp 1973). Disre-

garding amy differences in the glottal state between /ptk/ and /bdg/ it

could be nypothesized that the observed differences were due to the (ac-

tive) enlargement of.rthe oropharyngeal cavity during the occlusion 'of /bdg/

(for discussion and data see pp.57-60 below)
which,ceteitiz parciliu4; would

result,in a higher intraoral air pressure in /ptk/ as in their productiOn

no such, increase in the volume of the oropharyngeal cavity takes place.

However, the observed differences are far too great to be explainable by

such amenlargement only, although it inevitably contributes its own share
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to the difference. By far the most important reason for the pressure dif-

ferences is the operation of the glottis. In Otk/ the glottis is wide

open (for discussion and data see pp. 60-62 below) whereas in /bdg/ it

is in the position appropriate for voicing, i:e. the vocal cords are Close

to each other (see for example Ladefoged 1973). In /ptk/, due to the ab-

duction of the vocal cords, the:passage from the lungs to the mouth be-

comes instantaneously open and the iniraoral air pressure soon becomes

approximately equal to the pressure in the lungs which of necessity is

somewhat higher than the atmospherical one. In /bdg/, on the other hand,

the glottis acts as a kind of valve, letting only small quantities of

air pass into the mouth at a time (they may even be small enough to be

effectively compensatable by the active enlargement of the oropharyngeal

cavity), and the intraoral air pressure may not reach the level of the

subglottal air pressure before the release of the closure.

Thus, although a reliabie index of the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinctiOn, the

intraoral air pressure is not an independent parameter bUt rather an

automatic Consequence of other, mainly laryngeal, parameters

MUSCULAR TENSION

Under this heading various articulatory measures will be subsumed,

all of them at: least in part concerned with some:aspect of the supra-

glottal articulators.

The second property, according to GimsOn (1966; 32, 146), that dis-

tinguishes /ptk/ from /bdg/ is the greater muscular effort in the pro-

duction of the former. According to Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1955: 38)

"tense phonemes (e.g. /ptk/, K.S.) are articulated with greater distinct-

ness and pressure than the corresponding lax phonemes. The muscular strain

affects the tongue, the walls of the vocal tract and the glottis. The

_higher tension is associated with a greater deformation of the entire

vocal tract fram its neutral position. This is in agreement with the fact

that:tense phonemes have a longer duration than their lax counterparts..

The acoustic effects due to the greater and.less rigidity of the walls

remain open to :question." (The glottis will be discussed in the next sec-

tion; it may be noted here that the terms "tense" and "lax" are more often

than not restricted to refer to supragiottal properties only.).As :regards,

the possible tenseness of the upper vocal tract, the present writer fails
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to see its (supposedly obviolls) connection with a longer duration. Duration

should be regarded as a parameter independent of tenseness if the latter

is understolod tc(refer to different 4.tate4 of the musculature (a 4.tate

being capable of existing varying lengths of time). Incidentally, if the

rigidity of the walls his no audible effects on the speech wave its effi7

ciency in signalling the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction is at least questionable.

MalOcot (1966) has studied the mechanical pressures exerted during

stop occlusion in American English. According to his measurements there ,are

no very significant differences between the two categories of stops in ,this

respeCt. According to Lubker and Parris (1970: 625) the labial gesture for

/pf and /b/ is essentially monotypic, requiring no more forceful labial con-

tact for one than:for the other. Similarly Kent and Moll (1969: 1555) con-

clude that homorganic stop and nasal consonants are produced with a common

gesture of the constrictory articulator.

EMG (electromyographic) measurements have also been performed during

the production of labial stops. Again Lubker and Parris (1970:625) report

cif no consistent differences in EMG activity of the lips between /p/ and /b/.

Instead, they emphasiie that there is considerable between-subject yariabil-

ity with respect to the various pressure and EMG measures. ThiS prObably -

explains the inconsistency observable between the results obtained in dif-

ferent investigations. Thus Slis (1970; 1971), for example, has found that

in Dutch (and this may be another reason for the differenceS in the results)

both the lip7closing and lip-opening EMG activities!were significantly higher

for embedded /p/ than for /b/. With regard to the great between-subject

variability reported by Lubker and Parris (1970) the present writer feels

inclined to give less weight to the findings of Slis (who has one, a::ca7

sionally two subjects against the eighteen of Lubker and Parris and the three

of Kent and Moll).

Perkell (1965) has conducted X-ray motion picture studies that indi7

cate a greater pharyngeal cavity width during the articulation of /d/ as

compared to /t/. This finding is interpreted by Perkell (and later by Chamsky

and Halle 1968: 325) to imply that in the production of /t/ the walls of the

vocal tract are rigid as a result of muscular tension (cf. the view of

Jakobson, Fant and Halle discussed above), whereas during /d/ the walls are

lax and able to expand to permit the increase in volume necessary for voicing

to continue during the occlusion. Thus, according to Perkell, the expansion

of the pharynx would occur passively., as a result of the vocal tract being
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compliant. The plausibility of this interpretation will be cricized pres-

ently.

Kent and Nbll, using cinefluorographic films, found out that /bdg/

are characterized by a 1Ower hyoid bone position and a greater tongue-

pharynx width than /ptk/ (Kent and Nbll 1969: 1552). It was further ascer7

tained that there was an actual increase in the volume of the supraglottal

cavities during /bdg/, whereas there were smaller increases, no increases

at all or a slight reduction in cavity size during /ptk/. Hbwever, the

authors prefer the explanation that pharyngeal expansion during the voiced

stops could occur as the result of an active mechanism (p. 1554). They

point out that the changes in vocal tractcompliance proposed by Perkell

are not very likely in view of the faCt that the iniraoral pressure is

everywhere reported to be higher for /ptk/ than fo': /bdg/ (for data see

PP.56-57 above) With regard to the intraoral prt,dsure alone, then, one

would rather expect the pharynx walls to be wider apart and the orophar-

yngeal cavity volume to be larger in /ptk/ and net in /bdgj as the intra-

oral pressure is much higher in the first series. At the same time, the

tensing of the cavity walls during the occlusion of /ptk/ resulting in

a smaller volume of the oropharyngeal cavitywould have to be so strong

as to offset the expanding influence of the highet intraoral pressure.

On whole Kent and NO11 interPret their data to offer further support

for the primacy of glottal activity in making the /ptk/7/bdg/ conttast.

The only reliable physiological difference between /ptk/ and /bdg/

so far discussed seems to be that in the :latter a depression of the larynx

occurs together with a depression of the hyoid bone, both of which cause

a lengthening of the oropharyngeal cavity and a gradual increase in supra-

glottal volume during the closure period. It is possible that these de-

pressions depend on the activity of extrinsic laryngeal muscles (see Iivo-

nen 1972: 45; and Kent and Nbll 1969: 1554). It seems most likely that

these movements are caused by an active mechanism and it seems reasonable

to identify them as the something "extra" presupposed by the myoelastic

theory of phonation for the maintenance of favourable conditions for voic-

ing during the occlusion of voiced stops.

Duration of occlusion is another parameter:that could be responsible

for the contrast. However, no data available seem to indicate any consist-

ent differences in this respect between the two sets (see for example Kent

and Mill I969; Lubker ;old-Parris 1969; Lisker 1972; Suen ho4 Beddoes 1974),
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It will be remembered that similar results (although the measurements were

not physiological) were also obtained in the present experhnent for the

native:English group (see Table 23 on p. 29 above).

LARYNGEAL MECHANISMS

By now it seems to have been established beyond doubtthat same kind

of opening activity of the glottis takes place during the occlusion phase

of English /ptk/ in most environments, while no such opening takes place

during the production of /bdg/ (see for example Lisker, Abramson, Cooper

and Schvty 1969; Sawashima, Abramson, Cooper and Lisker 1970; Lisker:and

Abramson 1971a, 1971b; Hirose and Gay 1972; Ladefoged '1973; Shipp 1973).

It has been found that the opening of the glottis takes place especially

in prestressed positions, whereas in unstressed positions sudh opening has

not always been observed or it is weaker. In fact itis quite obvious that

this glottal opening takes place whenever aspiration occurs, in other words

that aspiration is controlled by the opening activity or abduction of the

glottis. Lisker, Abramson, Cooper and Schvey (1969) and Sawashima, AbramSon

Cooper and Lisker (1970) have found out, using transillumination of the

Larynx in running speech by a fiberoptics system, that the opening of the

glottis characterizing the production of /ptk/ is effected by controlling

the arytenoid cartilages which are responsible for the opening and closing

movements of the glottis. Similar observations for the voiceless, aspir-

ated stops of languages other than English are also numerous, See for ex-

ample Sawashima and Miyazaki (1973) and Sawashima and Mimi (1974) for

Japanese, Kim (1970), Kagaya (1071) and Abberten (1972) for Korean, Slis

(1970; 1971) for Dutch, and Lindqvist (1972) for Swedish.

Kim (1970) has studied aspiration =lay using speakers of Korean as

subjects but he clearly interprets his results to be valid for other lan-

guages as well, and in fact he applies his theory of aspiration to explain

certain phenomena of the English language. Acct_rding to Kim, aspiration is

a function of the size of 1.he glottal opening at the time of the release

of the oral closure of a stop. Taus, the wider the glottis at the release

of the oral:closure, the longer the intervening period between the release

and the onset of voicing, i.e., the longer the aspiration, assuming a con-

stant rate for the closing movement of the glottis. Aspiration defined in

this way can be eqUated with Lisker and Abramson's positive VOT values,
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i.e. with a voicing lag. licmever, Kim's view of the controlling mechanism

of the glottal opening is slightly different from that of Lisker and

Abramson. According to Kim (1970: 112), the instrucLic-,z to close the

glottis are assumed to be simultaneous for all voiceless stops, differ-

ent-aspiration lengths being due to different degrees of glottal opening.

More specifically, stops would have different degrees of glottal opening

(e.g. in different contexts) during their occlusion phases, and the irt.

structions to close the glottis for the following vowel would always take

place at the same time (relative to the time of the release). The clos:ng

rate being constant for all stops (whether it be spontaneous or active),

different aspiration lengths would be due to differences in the size of

the initial glottal opening. According to Lisker and Abramson, on the

other hand, the timing of tte instructions to clone the glottis is as-

sumed to occur at different times according to the different aspiration

lengths desired, and thus they emphasize the importance of the timing

difference as a separate, independent physiological meChanism.

Confirmation for Lisker and Abramson's view comes from the electro-

myographic (EMG) studies Of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles in voicing

control conducted by HiroXa and Gay (1972). They have Studied the ENG

activity- of these muscles in the speedh of two American English speakers

and found that the posterior cricoaryteroid(PChj muscle, an abductor

causing the arytenoid cartilages (and consequently the vocal cords) to

be separated, actively participates in Laryngeal' adjustments, particu-

larly leor the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction. :.ccording to the :mthors (p. 158),

there is a consistent increase in PCA actIvitv for !ptki regar0.ess of

phoneme environment, and no such activiti for /1dg/. It was further found

that the interarytenoid (NI) muscle, an addu0or causing the glottis.to

close, had a higher activity during the vowel after a /fortis/ consonant

than after a /lenis/ one. The authors state as an explanation that "since

glottal width is larger during the articulation of a voiceless consonant

than for a voiced consonant, it is reasonable to assume that the activity

cf the INT, which responsible for adduction of the vocal cords, should

be, greater after a voiceless consonant" (p. 159). The activity ofthe INT

muscle in both cases sows to indicate that the closing of tho glutLif

does not nurmally occur passively, which would cause lag times of the

order of 170-.130 msec. (see Lieberman 19e7: 1.0),Out as a result of an

active mchanism. Further, the authors conclude (p. 161) that their datd
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support the existence pf active muscular ccatrol of glottal configuration

rather than a mechtaism where prevailing glottal conditions modify in

ferent ways gestures (srganized ii thc same wa) (i.e. gestureS with simul-

tan'eous instrucEl.orr;), In .z.ither w)rds, their data 'Nould suggeSt the

ubiquity of aT, ini.epcndent timing control mechanisms" (ibid.).

In sumo th.im, it seens that the must reliable differences correlating

with the /fortis/-/lenis/ distition are to be !mind in the laryngeal

events. Roughly, it seems timt the -4ctrinsic laryngeal muscles are con-

nected with the production co': /bdg! erabling the prolonged translottal

flow necessary for voicing y ealarLing the oropharyngeal cavity, while

activity of the intiinsic lazyngeal musculature is characteristic cor the

production of /ptk/, causing an anZive devoicing of these sounds..

A SHORT DIGRESSION

In this sectior a short excursion will be made back to some problems

left unresolve: in discussing the results of the experiment on pp. 37-43

above. There it was seen (Tables 39 and 44) that the order of magnitude

of the release durations (RD) of the word medial /fortes/ and /lenes/ of

group Engt. are dif:erent. It was also seen that the /lenes/ of different

places of production have statistically significant differences in their

votal durations (T1106-:SsRD) while no suCh differences can be observed for

the fortes). Thirdly, significant differences exist between the places

of production with regard to the silent interval (SI) of both categories.

It was mentioned (on p. 41 above) that the explanation for these observa-

tions is to be found in the temporal coordination between.,laryngeal and

supraglottal activities, and now we are in a position better to understand

the mechanisms involved. Below the data concerning the parameters sr, RD and

TD of the word medial stops of group Engt. are presented in a schematiC

form. The dimension from left to right is time, and the data are lined up

so that the SI-RD borders are at the same point in time. The durations are

noi represented in their exact proportions.

ConsiderLfirst the fact that the release durations of the two categories

have not the sime order of magnitude with respect to place of production.

This, the present writer wishes to argue, is because these measures include

different phonetic segments in the two cases. In /ptk/, the release duratiOn

includes any friction created at the constriction plus the voiceless interval
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CHART 11. A schematic representation of the durations of SI, RD and TD
of the word medial stops of group EngC. The durations are not represented
to scale.
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due to aspiration, the latter being longer in extent and containing or

"masking" the former. Thus the duration of the RD in the /fortes/ is

solely dependent on aspiration. In /bdg/, on the other hand, the RD

measure contains only the friction ana possibly some short delay in the

onset of regular voicing in those cmsos where there has been a voice

break during the occlusion (this occasional VOice break and the result-

ant short delay in voice onset are pazsive responses of the phonatory

system to unfavourable amodynamic conditions and thus completely dif-

ferent from asp117.14tion which has its origin in the active workings of

the glottis). quite possible that the frictional characteristics

of the homorganic stops of both categories are the same, but being short

in duration have been ovevo1h bv aspiration in the /tortes/. Further,

there are no statistically significant deviations among both categories

of the Finnish groups from the order of maznitude of the RD duration

observable in the /lenes/ of grour Eri.., this further confirming the

view that these regularities refl:ct universal (suphagtottei articu-

latory constraints (like the occ:.usion durations of stops of different

.places of production which were similar fol- all groups both categories).

.
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To see Why the order of magnitude of the release durations of the

/fortes/ is what it is and why there are ne significant differences in

the,total durations of these sounds between different places of produc-

I.iOn despite mich differences in the /lenes/, We neee to rearrange the

/fortes/ so that for each place of production the beginning of the si-

lent:interval is at the same point in time, in the way shown below. Let

us in addition draw a steeply 'Fising line, starting from the beginning

of the silent interval, to represent the rapid abduction of the glottis

away from its voicing position, and then cowect a descendirg line to

represent the slower return of the glottis to ihe voicing position.

From this scheme it can be seen that a similar glottal gesture for

each place of production results in different aspiration length's due to

the differences in the durations of the supraglottal occlusions. Thi5

single glottal gesture also explains the reciprocality of the SI and RD

measures of the /fortes/ mentioned on pp. 41 and 43. For the /lenes/ this

glottal levelling of the different occlusion durations is of course not

applicable. For lack of information about the durations of the silent

intervals of the word initial stops it is not possible to attempt to ex-

plain their different RD durations in the same way, although it seems

reasonable enough that similar relations also obtain in that position.

CHART 12. A schematic representation of the levelling effect of the glottal
abduction gesture on the total durations TD (SI+RD) of the word medial
/fortes/,
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WHAT IS ASPIRATION

Aspiration is the voiceless interval between the release of a stop

and the onset of voicing of the following sonorant. Amough the exact

nature of the cOntrolling mechanisms of the opening and closing of the

glottis is as yet unknown, it seems to have been establieaed beyond doubt

that the opening of the glottis in aspirated stops is a result of an ac-

tive abduction gesture effected by the arytenoid. cartilages. It seems

equally well established that no such adjustments of the glottis are

operative during the production of voiced stops. It was seen that no

experhnental validation has been found for the postulation of the fea-

ture "heightened subglottal pressure" or the like and that the higher

intraoral pressures connected with voiceless aspirated stops were the

automatic result of the opening of the glottiA and not an independent

dimension. Thus the "extra puff of air" traditionally connected with as,

piration is not the cause of aspiration but rather its Offect. As an

example of traditional, empirically unmotivated view of aspiration we

can take the explanation offered by Sovijärvi (1963: 41) who connects it

with the speed at which the articulating organs move apart at the explo-

sion phase of a stop consonant. Thus, according to Sovijarvi, the faster

the explosion movement (the movement apart of the organs forming the

occlusion), the greater the pressure of air in the cavities behind the

occlusion, and further, the aspiration of a stop always presupposes a

very quick explosion: This explanatian.presupposes that the pressure of

air behind the occlusion is at its maximum at the very beginning of the

occlusion, starting then to decay. This is hardly likely, for it is dif-

ficult to imagine how the intraOral pressure Could reach the maximum

value at once, and in fact actual measurements rather shaw a steady rise

in pressure during the occlusion phase (see for exampie Netsell 1969;

Slis 1970; Shipp 1973).

The greater intraoral air pressure normally accompanying aspirated

stops explains why they also normally have a stronger burst of friction

at the release (it also motivates the term "burst" used in the classical

studies of the Haskins group to include both friction and aspiration).

Nhen the occlusion is released there is for a short while a narrow con-

striction through which the high-pressure air escapes out into the open,

and irictional noise is created. However, it is important that the two

articulatory distinct but auditivelY often inextricable phenomena, aSpir-
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ation and irk:ion, should be kept apart, otherwise important aspects of

the production of stop consonants will be overlooked. Friction is pro-

duced at the place of constriction (and its spectrum is different in dif-.

ferent places of production), while aspiration is the result of a delay in

voice onset at the glottis. lihether the absence of voice during aspiration

is pelt ae the most important cue forthe perception of aspiration or whether

concomitant properties suCh as friction at the exPlosion or the 0117-like

friction Often heard during the vciceless period also have soMe cue value

is a question that can be settled only by conducting appropriate pereeptual

tests. The important point here is the fact that they are normally co-

occurring facets of the same feature.

Depending on the timing relations within supraglottal articUlationS

and between supraglottal and glottal activities different stops will be

produced. Consider for example the differences between the friction dur-

ations of English /t/ and the Danish strongly affricated pre-stressed /t/.

In both of these the total release durations (from release to voice onset)

may be equal, despite the difference in the duration of the friction. If

the notions of friction and aspiration were lumped together it would be

tmOossible to describe differences of the above nature.

At one end of the voicing continuum we find the stops in which the

vocal cord vibration continues throughout the occlusion phase. These stops

can be said to be fully voiced. At the other end of the continuum are the

stops in which the whole occlusion phase and maximal durations of the ad-

joining segments are produced without vocal cord vibration. These'stops

can be said to be fully voiceless. The voicelessness of the stops,extends

to the adjoining segments in the form of aspiration. If the stop devoices

the preceding vowel the term .!preaspiration" is used (in preaspirated stops

the abduction of the glottis is anticipated during the productiom.of the

preceding vowel). Lindqvist, for example, reports (1972) of frequent cases

of preaspirated post-stressed /ptk/ in Swedish. Preaspiration is also known
to occur in Gaelic and Icelandic.'In the case of the more frequent form of

asPiration the voicelessness of the stop extends to the following vowel (or

more gemera:;;*, to the following sonorant). Between these extremes there

1 The present writer saw also some traces of preaspiration in the mimgogrems

of word medial /fortes/ by some of the native English sabjects; however, these

findings were not quantified.
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are theoretically an infinite number of Stops with different degrees of

voicing.

It was suggested on p. 50 above that aspiration may not be appli-

cable as a cue in word final positions. It may be worth while to dis-

cuss this possibiliry again in the light of the physiological data pres-

ented. Aspiraticn was defined as the voicAess interval between the re-.

lease of the stop and the onset of voicing of the following sonorant.

For werd final stops that are at the same time uttereance final aspir-

ation would, according to.definition, be inapplicable as nothing follows

that could be &voiced'. If we expand the definition a little to make ft

include all of the consequences of glottal abduction we see that only

the strong "puff of air" would conceivably be capable of acting as a cue

in this position. Nerd final /lenes/ in English being often very moder-

ately voiced, the infOrmation load carried by the release burst of the

final /fortes/ would be very great i6 no other signalling devices were

employed. Additionally, it so happens that the word final /fortes/ are

often very weakly released and expertnental data (see for eXample Sawashima,

Abramson, Cooper and Lisker 1970) indicate that these stops are normally

produced with no or very little opening of the glottis. In this light it

is not surprising that the duration of the preceding sonorant has assumed

a cue function signalling the /fortis/-/lenistcharacter of the stop. Ac-

cording to this interpretation the lengthening of sonorants before word

final /lenes/ is not conditioned by the glottal mechanisms directly (for

example as the extra time needed by the glottis to assume a position ap-

propriate for voiced obstruents suggested for example hy Chomsky and Halle

(1968: 301) for no evidence for such gtottat readjustments for /bde has

been presented, instead, the results obtained by Raphael (1975) seem to

indicate that the durational differences between vowels preceding voice-

less and voiced word final consonants are primarily Controlled physio-

logically by motor commands to the muscles governing the articulators

which are active in the formation of vowels), but rather indirectly, by

the glottal mechanism's failure to do its job,in this particular position.

(Naturally the above argumentation apPlies only to the extra lengthening

observable in English and not to the minor lengthening,observed in various

languages, cf. p. 9 above.)

Sp far no compre)ensive, data-based account of the production of the

English stops has appeared, smnething not very surprising in view of the
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many complexities involved. Perhaps the closest approximations to such

accounts are the various phonetic feature systems proposed in the litera-

ture, e.g. those of Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1955), Chomskyand Halle
,

(1968), Halle and Stevens (1971), and Ladefoged (1973). Hbwever, most of

them are based on at leaSt some amount of speculation, and later research

has often been able to show that the mechanisms they haVe postulated either

do not exist or work in a different way, as was occasionally seen above.

Others, again, treat the English stops rather superficially (so for ex-

ample Ladefoged 1973, which also contains a critical survey of saile other

feature systems). Such criticism is also presented by Lisker and Abramson

(1971a).
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THE FORTIS/LENIS DISTINCTION
AND THE THEORY OF MARKEDNESS

Let us briefly repeat the main tenets of the myoelastic theory of

phonation (on which for example Chomsky and Halle's (1968) marking con-

ventions for the "voice" feature are based). According to the theory,

two states of the vocal apparatus are favourable to the occurrence of

voicing, namely an appropriate positi.on of the vocal:cords themselves

and sufficient air flow through the glottis. Given these two conditions,

voicing will occur Snontaneously as a result of the Bernoulli effect. In

obstruents the flow of air is severely impeded, and Consequently they tend

to be voiceless. Thus voiceless obstruents are in an obvims sense more

natural or easier to produce than voiced ones in whiCh the vocal cord

oscillation has to be "forced".

If a language has no (phonological) /voicing/ distinction, it seems

reasonable to assume that the stops of that language are normally voice-

less. Further it seems reasonable to assume, in the words of Lisker and

Abramson (19711): 366) that "if a language: is 'normal'. in this way, then

it seems reasonable to suppose that in fact a single glottal mode, that

of voicing, is maintained without significant change in utterances of

that language, with shifts in mode reserved for para-linguistic effects.

The absence of a distinctive voicing feature is then matched by the ab-

sence of differential control of the larynx during speech." There is every

reason to believe that Finnish is essentially such a language; this point

will be given further attention in discussing the Finnish stops below.

For languages with a /voicingj distinction, such as English, the

theory implies that two distinct modes of stop formation are used by the

speakers. The theory does not, contrary to what Lisker and Abramson argue

(1971b: 366), imply that languages with a /voicing/ opposition should be

rare; instead, it just implies that in such languages the /voiceless/ set

is produced in the neutral mode while something "extra" is needed for the

/voiced/ set. In this respect the theoretical reasoning of Chomsky and

Halle (1968: 300-301) can be considered quite accurate, although they part-
;

ly rely on fe:Aures not operative in the distinction (e.g. the heightened

subglottal air pressure). In discussing above the two modes of stop pro-
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duction presupposed by the theory the term "two modes" was purposely used

instead of the term "two gtottat modes" used by Lisker and Abramson as the'

myoelastic theory does not in any way, imply that the differences between

the productions of Voiced and voiceless stops should be locatable to the

glottis (and in fact it was seen earlier that for English Adg/, at least,

the adjustments necessary for prolonged voicing took place in the form of

a depression of the hyoid bone and the larynx while no adjustments have

been found to take place in the glottis).

In Chomsky and Halle's (1968: 400-435) terminology, the /voiceless/

stops, produced in the "neutral" mode, would correspond to the /unmarked/

members of the opposition, whereas the /voiced/ stops, produced with the

extra mechanisn to maintain Voicing during occlusion would correspond to

the /marked/ mombers of the opposition. However, the empirical data avail-

able do not seem to fit very neatly into this theoretical framewOrk. For

/bdg/ there is no discrepancy, as we have seen, for the depression of the

hyoid bone and the larynx can be identified as the special adjustments

presupposed by the theory. But /ptk/ are far from being produced in a neu-

tral mode as predicted, it is rather in their production that a "glottal"

mode is employed, in the form of the glottal abdUction gesture. The data

are there on ihe nne hand, and yet we do not feel tempted to disCard as

false ihe predictions of the myoelastic theory and of the markedness theory

which is based on the observation of the regularities of human language.

To get a udder view of the situation let us make a small comparison

between different languages. Let us consider for a moment the phonetic qual--

ity of the stops of a few other languages in which a similar phono,jogical

opposition between twn stops has been postulated. In languages such as

French or Russian the voicing of the /voiced/ set of stops is much more

extensive than that of English /bdg/; in these languages voicing usually

continues throughout the occlusion, also in uord initial and final posi-

tions. At the same time, the /voiceless/ stops of these siops show almost

no traces of aspiration regardless of their position in the word. In com-

parison of both sets, then, we see that both sets of English stops are

shifted towards the unvoiced end of the continuum compared to the French

ind Russian counterparts. It can at least be hypothesized, for the sake of

argument, that the 4istances on the voicing continuum between the two sets

are ii each language equal.. In Chinese, on the other hand, the /voiced/

set is normally voiceless and unaspirated, the /voiceless/ set being strongly

8 0
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aspirated. ThUs both Chinese sets are further io the voiceless end than

their English counterparts, respectiVely. Again we can hypothesize that

the separation of the two categories in Chinese is the same as in the

other 3.anguages mentioned.

The conclusion to be drawn from the above exposition is that lan-

guages often use somewhat different means to signal a given phonological

distinction. In this concrete Case the languages in question occupy dif-

ferent positions on the voicing continuum, relying at the same time on

minimal effort to produce sufficient separation Of the two categories,

also this very typical of human language. If languages would strive after

maximal distinctness even at the cost of greater effort we could expect

stops like the realizations of French /bdg/ and /ptk/ of Chinese to be
used in the same language when, of course, the separation of the cat-

egories would be close to maximal. Below the relations between the stops

of the languages discussed are presented schematically.

CEART 13. A schematic representation of the stops of English (E), French.
and Russian (R) and Chinese (C). The units used on the two phonetic levels
are arbitrary.

/marked/

/voiced/

ammmt of active voicing

adjustments

neutral mode

of production

/unmarked/

/unvoiced/

amount of active

devoicing adjustments

E /bdg/

R /bdg/ R /ptk/

I 1 1 I

E /ptk/

/-\
C /big/ C /ptk/1111111i111

degrees of auditory voicedness
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On the basis of the above scheme it Seans that, depending on the lan-

guage, the stops of either one or the other category demand greater effort

an the part of the speaker. Thus, for example, it seems that the /bdg/ of

French and Russian are in some way more difficult to produce (i.e. demand-

ing more special adjustments) than the /bdg/ of Chinese, while the /ptk/

of the former languages are "eaSy" compared to those of the latter.

Assuming that ihe above scheme Contained actual data it is difficult

to see how they could be reconciled with the markedness theory without vi-

olating one of its basic principles, namelY the applicability of the mark-

ing conventions in the same way to all languages of the world. If,the claim

for the universality of the marking conventions were discarded one possible

way of handling the situation would be to study all languages with such an

opposition Separately to assess for each language which of the sets needs

more "effort" and then define that set as the /marked/ one for that lan-

guage. And even more difficult problem is posed by languages with a ternary

opposition of the voicing continuum, such as Korean. The kind of procedure

mentiqned above would correspond closely to demands for phonetic realisM

in phonological descriptions, a realism which is not present in the above

'scheme. Hbwever, the abandonment of the universality principle would shake

the very foundations of the markedness theory.

AnotherIwossibility might be to make ad hoc rules for the languages

that deviate from the general trend. (It is to be noted that ai present

"the common trend" is taken to be ,the one predicted by the myoelastic theory

of phonation; another way of finding the "natural" category of stops would

be to conduct an actual survey of the languages of the world to get stat-

istical information about the frequency of occurrence of different stops.

Of Course it is quite possible, although perhaps not necessary, that the

predictions of the theory would be validated by such a procedure.) In view

of these difficulties it is not surprising that Chomsky and Halle say next

to nothing about the marking conventions Of the voicing feature.

Taken the phonetic 'quality of English /bdg/ for granted, we could

"explain" the.ad hoc nature of the extra adjustments connected with the

production of /ptk/ as a necessity to avoid phonetic overlapping of the

stops of the two categories. But how would we explain the phonetic quality

of /bdg/? As a result of an ad.hoc histOrical sound change?

8 2



THE PROBLEMS CAUSE") BY THE
ENGLISH FORTIS/LENIS DISTINC
TION TO SPEAKERS OF FINNISH

WE FIIVISH STOPS

Phonotogicat considetation4. 7-According to taxnnomic description

there are four stop phonemes in Finnish, namely /ptid/ (see Karlsson 1969

for a detailed discussion). The marginal status of /d/ is refl:!cted, among

other things, by its limited distribution (certain word medialTositionS).,

by its nonoccurrence in many dialects and by the fact that in some further

dialects it is often realized as a flap rather than a stop. Neither is it,

in a generative description, included aaong the Finnish lexical consonant

segments, and its surface representations are the F.if-oduct of morphOlogical

rules (Karlssan 1971: 32). If we accept the view f,expressed for example by

Karlsson 1969: 358) that /d/ is isolated am': tnat there is no stop corre-

lation in Finnish, it is possible to regard Finnish as a lanruage With ba-
sically one series of stops, all /unmarked/ for voice (see below for the

phomAic differences between (Standard Finnish) It/ and /d/).

A phonetic ducAiption. -7-The kind of experimental data on the Finnish

stops relevant here is very scanty, pnd we have to relron same occasional

observations mentioned in the literature, on theoretical reasoning and on

the indirect information obtainable on the basis of the results of the

present report.

According to Sovijärvi (1963: 47), /d/ differs articulatorily from

/t/ in the following ways: its place of production is more retracted, it

is voiced and media, and the larynx is lowered during its production. It

is not clear what ihe feature "media" is supposed to contribute to thel3ho-

netic quality of /d/. The iiifferenci in place of articulation is also Men7

timed by Wiik (1965: 24), as well as the shorter duration of /d/ against
that of /t/. Lehtcmen's (1970: 71) measurements, despite the fact that.he

has calculated the total durations (i.e. silent interval plus possible-.m.--:.

leaie duration) of Finnish plosives, confirm that thepcclusion of /d/ is
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much shorter than that cif /ti.. These findings si.em to indicate that the

/t/-/d/ distinction in Finnis ;". is signalled by parameters different from

those used in English f.fcr c%,ample, it.will be remembered from above that

no significant difference,S in the durations of the occlusions of English

word medial /t/ and /d/ have been observed). In fact Wiik (1965: 24) men-

tions the difference in F2 locus (resulting from a difference n the place

of the occlusion) as the must important distinctive feature of the /t/-/d/.

opposition. .

As for the Finnish /pit irvi (1963: 39) says that they are

produced with an open glotl- . is not clear =what kind of data

the:contention is based. I: ,re are strong reasons for not accepting

this view. In the first place, Iivonen's glottographic investigations (1975,

and personal communication) show no appreciable differences with regard to

glottal opening between the stops and sonorants, although they confirm'that

/d/ is voiced (the slight opening of the glottis during the fricatives ob-

servable in Iivonen's data can be explained as a meams of maintaining suf-

ficient air flow for the generation of -Intiaence duriNg these sotmds).

The second contention against Sevijärvi's view is based on the fact that

the Finnish stops are normally unaspirated (see for example Lehtonen 1970t

51) which indicates that the glottis could not be open to any significant

extent at the time of the release. The third kind of evidence (which is

connected with the second) derives from the fact that the Finnish /ptk/

often, especially medially between vowels, become partly or even fully voiced.

This could not be possible if the vocal cords were not in the positioh. ap-

propriate for voicing, i.e. approximately closed (see for example Ladefoged

1973: 73-76). If they are virtually in this position during the occlusion

then at least one of the conditions for spontaneous voicing is always ful-

filled, and occasional voicing cf /ptk/ could be explained as a result of

additionai snl coexisting favuurable aerodynamic conditions prevailing in

the vocal trac.t, e.g. due to incomplete oral closures in rapid, informal.

speech. Also Iivanen's glottograms mentioned ahave show that voicing in /ptk/

continues some time after the beginning of the Oral closure and starts again

immediately after the release. This would be highly unlikely if the glottis

were open during the occlusion:

As a =nary of the above discussion we can conclude that although both

English and Finnish have a series of phonologically /voiceless/ stops the

latter are not phonetically very good substitutes for the former. In fact
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both series of English stops demand some kind of adjustments unfamiliar

.to the Finnish langvage, in which the only full. series /ptk/ seem to be

:produced in a neutra:: mode in which the voice characteristics of segments

are conditioned by aerodynamic factors. In other words, the phonetic opal-

ity of Finnish stops is somewhere between those of the two English sets.

A SIDMARY OF THE LEARNING PROBLEMS

Here the maj or differences found between the productions of the English

stops by the three groups Eng., S2 and SI will be briefly summarized and

some of the physiological mechanisms involved discussed. Before doing this

it may be Pointed out that the differences due to place of production ob-

served in the various parameters were generally similar for all groupS and

need not be mentioned here as they are not likely to cause problems to lan-

guage learners although the Y have their interest for the phonetician. Mere

is, however, a single important exception, namely the word medial (inter-

voralic) /d/ of both Finnish groups which has a considerably shorter silent

intera: than their /t/. For the English group the silent intervals of

these sounds are the same, 7:.e. different cues are used in English.

Among the differences between the Finnish and the English groups

relatable to the voicing dimension the following are the most important:

rather poor separation of the /fortis/ and /lenis/ categories by the less

adv: d group SI with regard to the parameters EV (extent of voicing) and

FT (release duration) in the word initial and medial positions together with

large standard deviations (s) indicating irregularities especially in the

production of Tiodo; exaggeration of separation of the categories /fortis/

and /lenis/ by group S2 in all three positions examined by excessive EV and

RD durations (exceeding the "model" durations exhibited by the native English

group); and the occasional partial vuicing of the /fortes/ by the Finnish

groups in all three positions examined against no voicing of the /fortes/

by English group.

Common to the above mistakes made by the Fimoish speakers is that they

are caused by varying degrees Of inability to shift away frOm the neutral

mode of stop production. For /bdg/ this means that speakers of Finnish are

unable to control properly the adjustuents (rrobably effected by extrinsic

laryngeal muscles) necessary :for maintaining the appropriate transglottal

air flow to get the right amount of voicing needed for English /bdg/ (the
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Finnisb speakers had either too much or too little voicing). For /ptk/

the mistakes indicate that the Finnish speakers are not able to control

the devoicing gesture (effected by intrinsic laryngeal muscles) necesS-

ary to secure the voicelessness of English /ptk/ (the glottis was open

for too long during /ptk/ (group S2) or it was in the voicing position

during /ptk/ resulting in voice (both groups)). It is interesting in this

connection to note that Hirvonen (1970: 80) remarks that "to learn the

English rising intonation, then, the Finnish learner needs to acquire a

new mechanism for controlling his laryngeal vibrations." For a detailed

disCussion on the interaction of pitch and voice features see Ladefoged

(1973).

The effect of the /fortis/-/lenis/ character of the word final stops

on the duration of the preceding vowel is not controlled by laryngeal events.

Here the mistake of the Finnish speakers was a total (group SI) or partial

(group S2) failure to use the lengthening of the preceding vowel as a cue

fcr the /lenis/ feature of the word final stop (see pp. 47-48).

DUNN ::44 with the above ',..riations of vowel durations are those caused

by the /tense/-/lax/ (or /long/-/short/) character of the vowel itself (at

least fer a Finn in whose own language such variations are used tc signal

different things). The mistake made here was the identification of the

English iten/-/lax/ distinction with the partly similar dIstinction of

/double/ and /single/ vowels in Finnish and the resultant excessiv, :angt)er-

ing of the /tense/ vowels compared to the /lax/ ones (see pp. 43-47).

8 6
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CONCLUSION

THE ROLE OF INSTRUMENTAL PHONETICS IN CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

The experimental procedures and their results discussed above, although

rather preliminary in many ways, yet seem to justify and emphasize the ir

poltance of concrete inst --mental phonetic research as a complement to a

phonological contrastive anal.i.sis of the native and target languages of the:

learner. Thus some of the systematic diffi!rences in the productions of the

relevant sounds by the native English and thr: Fiunish informants were such

that they could not have been predicted on the basis of purely phonological

considerations. Although not necessarily cruCial to the success of com-

munication, these differe4zes should nevertheless be regarded as possible

sources of misinterpretation. In real-life communication the listener uses

at the information available to him to decode a message, a fact that is

in danger of beinc irgotten if the terms used in phonology (e.g. "the

minimal distinction", "the distinctive feature" etc.) are too straight-

forwardly translated onto the level of the actual processes taking place

in speech production and perception. It is these actual processes that in-

stnr,ental phonetics purports to clarify.

It has been seen above that a single phonological, classificatory dis-

tinc:dve opposition manifests itself physically in a number of ways, all

contr:,buting their share to signal the distinctiOn. At this Concrete level

it is meaningless to talk about "distinctive" and "redundant" features, or

to Lean too heavily cr.,. the dichotomy "phonemic mistakes" - "Oonetic mis-

"ta3es", First of all, although it seems evident that some kind of feature

detection does take place in speech perception it is the same time equally

evident that these detectors do not operate on units of the iiize of the

distinctive features now in use in phonology. Until more is known out

:4e size and function of these units it seems advisable to regard every

physical parameter as potentially. 2,ahle of being used by the listener im

maktig decisions about the linguis. ...ontent uf a message. And it is ob-

vious that the listener makes his ...Jcl.sions on the basis of the sum of all

perceptual cuts available rather than concentrating on just one of them

and discarding the rest as "redundant" (.e. as having no information value).

"lie can picture speech recgnition as a process where each perceptual fea-

ture (whatever their size may be ) is given a scalar value indicating the

8 7
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strength for its "vote" for /feature X/, and the sum effect of all these

"votes" of the feature detectors is then cOnpared to other, non-auditory

data available, such as higher-level redurhisncy and context. Only after

all these comparisons have been performed has the message been decoded and

the segments recognized. Thus we see that the recognition of sound segments

is no simple yes-no process suggested by the terms "phonemic" and "phonetic

mistakes", and that the division of pronunciation errors (which we.very

frequently make in speaking a foreign language) into on c. of the classes

is done by the hearer only partly on the basis of matters pertaining to the

acoustic information and thus to the pronunciation by the speaker. Thus,

depending n the force of higher-level redundancies and context we can rec-

ognize a segme:t right at one occasion, despite the "foreign accent" of the

speaker (whc, we say, has made a "phonetic" pronunciation error), and rec-

ognize a similar segment wrong in the absence of any other cues than the

auditory ones at another occasion :(when we say that the speaker has made a

"phonemic" pronunciation error). The division of pronunciation errors into

"phonemic" and "phonetic" ones is &ire on the basis of a complex of coex-

istenL acoustic, linguistic and contextual cues, all affecting the decision

of the hearer, and consequently the terms are no very good descriptionof

the pronunciation of the speaker. The terms can be used, but only with an

understanding that their difference is scalar and relative rather than binary

and abso7Ae, and that they are measures of the behaviour of the hearer and

of the speaker.

A NUM ON TRANSCRIPTION

A conventional juxtaposition of the stop systems of English and Finnish

(as for purposes of contrastive analysis) would in all. likeliloodLlook some-

thing like the following (this is essentially the kind of practice followed

for example in the studies in the Contrastive Structure Series, published by

the University of Chicago Press under the general editorship of Charles A.

Ferguson):

English Finnish

labial alveolar velar labial alveolar velar

voiceless /p/ /t/ /k/ /p/ /t/ /k/

voiced /b/ /d/ /8/ 8 8 (/d/)
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Now what arc some of the (intentional or unintentional) implications

of such a juxtaposition for someone not very well acquainted with the con-

ventions of phonological descriptions (e.g., an average language learner)?

At least the following three are likely:

a) both languages hae voiceless stops

b) only English has voiced stops (disregarding Finnish medial /d/)

c) as a corollary of the above two points, English /ptk/ (and to a certain

extent also /d/) are "easy" for Finnish speaker's, while /bdg/ are "dif-

ficult".

Implication c) above is a result of 'Wdxing the levels", i.e. of

translating classificatory features to phonetic ones in too straightfor-

ward a manner. A linguistic, however, knows (and the results of this study,

among others, confirm) that the terms voiced and voicete64 are used in

tables like the at,ove one in a more or less classificatory function, i.e.

to denote collectively those phonetic parameters that differentiate /ptk/

and /bdg/. The results of this study also show that both series of English

stops cause difficulties to speakers of Finnish, and more specifically

that the stops of group SI (who presumably follow the rules of Finnish

stop formation more closely than group S2) tend tt, :,catter around values

between those of /ptk/ and /bdg/ of group Eng.e. with regard to most of

the parameters.

Rather, it is the existence in English and nonexistence in Finnish

of a phonological opposition between the two series of stops that is the

decisive factor here. The lack of such an opposition in Finnish means that

the scope of variation produced and tolerated for the Finnish stops is very
,

wide and that the phonetic quality of these sounds tends to approximate

that of maximally "neutral" (with respect to voicing) or natural stops.

The results obtained and the physiological survey show that neither series

of English stops are similar to the Finnish ones, despite the fact that

both Finnish /ptk/ and English /ptk/ are, in the generative-transformation-

alist sense of the word (see for example Chomsky-Halle 1968 and Postal 1968),

/unmarked/ for voice.

it would be possible to attempt to devise a form of broad transcrip-

tion that would show the differeuces between the English and Finnish stops

and at the same time indicate explicitly the majot allOphanic variations

cennected with the English /ptk/-/bdgi distinction. Below a set of prin-

ciples are given according to which such a transcriptiou would deviate

8 9
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from the usual phonemic one. They could be tes'..ed for their ability to

convey to Finnish learners the major &rational variations connected with

the distinction. At least they would have the advantage that their appear-

ance in textbooks would force teachers to explain them and thus consider

the durational Variations.

The suggestions are the following:

a) in the positions where aspiration is operative in English /ptk/ (i.e.

next to a primary-stressed vowel except in the word final position) they

could be transcribed as Ip h, th, kh ). This would also emphasize to the

Finnish learner their difference from Finnish /ptk/.

b) elsewhere (i.e. wurd finally and next to non-primary-stressedvowels)

no extra transcript would be used, these being the positions where they

least differ from Finnish /ptk/.

c) as no transfer from Finnish takes place in the case of /bg/ and most

cases of /d/ and as rather great variations with respect to the extent of

voicing of these stops are both produced and tolerated in perception in

English no extra transcript is suggested except in connection with word

final /bdg/, where they could be transcribed I'b, 'd, "g] to emphasize the

lengthening effect on the preceding sonorant.

d) the durational variat3ons caused by the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction are in

some:cases inextricaiAy interwoven with those caused by differences in vowel

class, and therefore the suggestions pertain to vowels, too. Thus it is sug-

gested that the "cor7sponding" /tense/ and /lax/ vowels should be represented

by different letters (this is the convention used for example by Wiik 1965),

the differences in the letter emphasizing differences in quality, the

difference in duration being expressed by I') always following the /tense/

vowels (this is a slight modification of Wiik's suggestion). Below a few

examples are given which show the effected of the suggested conventions on

the transcription of some English words.

ortography:

bit bit beat bead pit tippet hat

broad transcriptim according to the above suggestions:

IbIt bI'd bi't bi:d p
h
It t

h
Tp
h
It haet haecll
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

To test at places weakly supported contentions presented in the lat-

ter part of thi! report detailed investigations of the physiological meeh-

anisms involved in the production of both Finnish and English stops shpad

be undertaken. An attempt is also planned to be made to assess the per-

ceptual or cue value of the acoustic differences between the /fortes/ and

the /lenes/. Tbis will happen in the form of listening tests where the sub-

jects respond to synthetically produced stimuli with systematically varied

acoustic parameters. In this way it may be possible to get valuable infor-

mation about the differences between native and Finnish speakers of English

in the use of various acoustic parameters as cues in the recognition of the

/ptk/-/bdg/ distinction. At the same time, it is hoped, it will be pos'Able

to determine, at least to some degree, interconnections between speech pro-

duction and perception, i.e to determi L,! whether the effective use of a

parameter as a cue in perception presupposes its active use in production,

or vice versa.
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APPENDIX A List of the test words read by the informants.

pot goat goody
tit peep bigger
cot tape back
bet
dot

keep
deep

backer
bad

get peak bag
pop

: top
teak
cake

baggy
bat

cop
dip

beak
dark

batter
dab

gap gaWk dad
pick
tick
kick

paid
tide
card

dagger
dapper

beck bird 'gr-,:

Dick
pod

deed
gard

er'

i
Ted topper Ix
cod potter p...c.

bed kicker T.:addy

dead
god

cobber
Teddy

pap
pat

pub Peggy patty
tub kipper tab
cob Kitty tabby
bob picker tack
dub tubby tacXy
gob toddy tag
pig PiggY ta-,)

tug dipper tat
keg wtter t- tty
beg Becky Cab
dig bobby cabby
gig giddy cad
part digger caddy
tight dapper cap
cart dotty cat
Burt biro'er catty
dart dubber kiddy
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4PPENDrx Figures 1-10. Sample mingograms with exapples

of t'M segmentations made.
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